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SUMMARY

As a part of the cooperation project between the Eindhoven University of Technology
(BUT) and the Institute of Technology 'Sepuluh Nopember' (lTS) of Surabaya, a line
of-sight (LOS) link over sea is set-up from the mountain 'Gunung Sandangan' on
Madura to tbe lTS campus in Surabaya Tropical rain attenuation and multipatb
fading caused by water reflections have a large influence on tbe received signal
strengtb.

The transmitter is a 11.335 GHz beacon transmitter, installed in an antenna tower of
PT Telkom. Tbe receiver is a space/aperture diversity receiver witb two antennas. On
both sites, tbe rain intensity is measured with tipping bucket rain meters.

A two-ray model witb curved eartb is derived, using a parabola equation for the earth
bulge. With tbis model; received signal strengths are calculated for different vertical
antenna separations witb different k-factor distributions and sea water levels. From
these signals, the correlation coefficient can be calculated. This coefficient can he
positive or negative depending on the antenna separation. The highest improvement
with a diversity receiver is obtained when the correlation coefficient is minima!.

Processing programs are developed to make attenuation versus time graphs, switched
diversity graphs, histograms and scatter-plots of tbe tbeoretical simulation results and
tbe measured data. With scatter-plots it is possible to compare the simulation results
(as a function of tbe k-factor) with the measured data (as a function of time).

Tbe antenna separation with the most negative correlation is 1.6 meters. The most
positive correlation is obtained at 2.8 meters. Measurements are performed with these
two antenna separations. The signals change continuously during the day in a range of
almost 30 dB, even if it does not rain. But in the switched diversity graph, tbe
multipath attenuation disappears into a theoretically explainable band of 8 dB,
leaving the rain events very clearly behind.

Simulation and measurement results show typical pattems for positive and negative
correlation. Some disturbanees, probably caused by super refraetion against upper air
layers, are also very dear to see in these graphs.

Because of the large distance between the rain meters, it is not possible to determine
the rain intensity on the whole path. Therefore, curnulative statistics should be used
to obtain typical path characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is an archipelago, incomparable with any other archipelago in the world. It
has by far the most islands (over 13,000 of whieh 3,000 are inhabited) and covers an
enormous area (almost 7 million square kilometers). If Indonesia would be projeeted
on Europe, it would reaeh from Ireland to Russia, west-east and from Amsterdam to
Algeria, north-south. Indonesia is a developing country. It has a relatively good
educational system, growing industry and a lot of natural resources, sueh as crude oil,
natural gas, eoal, silver and gold.

Tbe population of almost 150 million people does not suffer from malnutrition (apart
from some severe erop failures). Although it must be noted that the large export of
rice in the previous century has vanished and some years even import is necessary. A
large problem in the development of Indonesia is the difficulty of communications,
eaused by geographical barriers. Telecommunieations, via cable links, satellite links
and Hne of sight (LOS) links can contribute in an invaluable way to the need for
information and the desire to decrease the distance between all the parts of the
country.

Cable links, both coaxial cable and fibers, are expensive, diffieult to install and not
changeable after installation. On the other hand, they are reliable (if properly
installed), have a large capacity and are almost immune to atmospherie distortion.
This makes cable links very suitable as a baekbone of the telecommunication network
between the large islands in Indonesia.

Satellite links are expensive; they depend on the existence of a usabIe satellite, they
can be influenced by atmospheric events and need a weIl equipped ground station.
The advantages are: short installation time and the possibility to move the ground
station to the place where the communication link is needed. (Assuming that this
place lies in the service area of the satellite). This makes satellite links suitable for
communication with smaller islands and temporarily needed communication channels.

Line of sight (LOS) links depend also on atmospheric conditions, but they are
relatively cheap, they do not need a sateIIite, are almost always easy to install and to
move. That is why LOS links are intensively used in Indonesia to connect the
different islands.
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FOT communication engineers it is a well-known problem that due to the intensive use
of the frequency band andthe desire for higher band widths, it becomes necessary to
use higher frequencies. To meet the future demands in lndonesia, it may be necessary
to start using frequency bands abovel0 GHz, in the Ku-band. Rain attenuation and
deep multipath fading caused by water reflections are significant potential
propagation impairments, which demand a careful exploration of this band in tropical
regions.

To be able to dimension a LOS link (i.e. transmitting power, antenna characteristics)
it is necessary to have statistical propagation data and relate those to meteorological
data. To acquire just this information, the rrs (Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember,
Surabaya) and the EUT (Eindhoven University of Technology) within the framework
of their telecommunications project (See Fig. 1), financed by the NUFFIC (Nether
lands Universities Foundation For International Cooperation) [1], installed a WS
link in Indonesia. PT Telkom (the Indonesian PTT) also participates in the project.

.... Inl.'ry ol .... Inl.lry 0' Mlnla'ry ol
Forelgn Eduoallon & Tourlem, Poel &
""alra Cultura Teleoommunlcatlona

He'"erlenda Indoneala Indonaala

I
Olreolo..'e Olreolora'e

NUFF'O Oene,,'ol Generel ol PO'1 a
Higher Educellon Teleoommunloatlon.

I I I

I EUT ! I lTS
1 IPT TELKOM!----- I -----EUT-ITS Teleoommunl081lona Pro,.o'

Eduoallon , Aa••arCII

Fig.l0verview of the project organization

The link is set up from the mountain 'Gunung Sandangan' on the island of Madura to
the lTS campus in Surabaya on the north eastern coast of the island of Java, with a
path Iength of 45.5 km. (See Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 Chart of the LOS link

The graduation work, described in this report, has the following objectives:

• To describe the LOS link from Gunung Sandangan to Surabaya
• To give a suitable propagation path model for this link
• To create computer programs for model simulation
* To create computer programs for data processing
* To make a comparison between the theoretical models and the measured data

This list determines the stmcture of the following report.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LOS LINK

2.1. Patb description

It is necessary to have information about the terrain between Gunung Sandangan on
Madura and the lTS complex in Surabaya, in order to construct a model of this link.

The distance between the transmitter and the receiver can be calculated from the
coordinates of the two antenna sites.

* Coordinates transmitter: Gunung Sandangan
- latitude: S 7° 05' 38" . longitude: E 113° 09' 52"

* Coordinates receiver : Campus lTS
- latitude: S 7° 17' . longitude: E 112° 47' 58"

The distance between two points on earth, given with their latitude and longitude
coordinates, can be calculated with the equation of great-circle distance [2]. With this
formula, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is calculated. It is
45.50 km.

The path profile is determined on a survey map. The two terminals are marked and
the height contours between them are read. These contour measurements, added to
the earth bulge, are presented in the next figure.

Height Cm)
300.----------------------,
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15 20 25 30
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35 40 45

Fig. 3 Patb profile of tbe LOS link
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2.2. The beacon transmitter at Gunun2 Sandan&an

Thanks to the kind cooperation of PT Telkom, it was possible to install a beacon
transmitter at their relay station on the mountain 'Gunung Sandangan' on the island
Madura. This was done the first three days of May 1991.

A schematic drawing of the transmitting systern is presented in the next figure.

RoinMei:er

BATTERY ROOM

Voltage
Si:oloHjzer

UPS

r------
I
I
I

EOUIPMENT ROOM:
I
I

COMpui:er:
I
I

r-'----'-..., :
J

TelkoM
Tower

Oui:s;de
EqUipMEwt

18 M

TO lTS
SURABAYA

Fig. 4 The transmitting system at Gunung Sandangan

The raio meter with the recording computer will be described in the next section.
Fig. 5 shows a detailed drawing of the outside equipment.

A phase locked oscillator, driven by a precision voltage reference, generates a 11.335
GHz beacon signal, which is fed to the 1.2 meter parabolic offset dish via semi rigid
cable and radiated in the vertical polarization. The oscillator is cooled with a fan, to
keep it stabie. The output power can be determined with a microwave detector.

Three cables connect the inside equipment with the outside equipment. The
connections between those cables and the outside equipment are according to Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 Tbe cable connections to tbe outside equipment

The outside equipment is installed in a 25 meter high PT Telkom antenna tower,
used to relay 4 and 7 GHz telephone links between Surabaya and a second station on
Madura. The LOS platform is tightened to that tower (on request of PT Telkom
without drilling holes), resulting in a height of 18 meters above the ground surface for
the parabolic dish. The highest point of Gunung Sandangan lies at 262 m above mean
sea level (MSL). This is the only available height information for this mountain. From
observation it is found that the PT Telkom station is situated very close to this
highest point, therefore the ground level at the antenna tower is also assumed to be
262 m. Thus, for the calculations, the total height of the transmitting antenna is
280m.
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The inside equipment contains the following parts:
* power supply units for the inside and outside equipment
* a switch controlling the relays in the outside equipment
* indication LED's for the control signals coming from the outside equipment
* BNC-connectors for extemal measurement of these control signaIs.

The relays in the outside equipment are installed to disconnect the long outside
cables from the oscillator signaIs, when these signals are not needed at the inside
equipment. This prevents the long cables from interfering with the oscillator
operation.

2.3. The rain recordin& unit at GununI: Sandan&an

On the roof of the equipment room at the PT Telkom station at Gunung Sandangan,
a rain meter of the tipping bucket type is installed. Originally it was of the drop count
type. At lTS it is modified to the tipping bucket type using the tipping bucket rain
meter at rrs as an example. The drop count system was very unreliable and data
processing is easier now, because both systems are the same.

The recording is done on an AT-computer in the equipment room. The signalof the
rain meter enters the recording computer via the serial port (RS 232). There, a pulse
from the rain meter will cause an interrupt, which can he detected by software.

A rain registration program was written by Ir. K.H. Uu [3]. It uses parts of the Data
Registration Program (DRP) used for the satellite registrations at lTS [4]. The
program has a special mode for calibration of the water amount per tip. This is
necessary, because the water amount per tip is not constant, but depends on the rain
intensity.

The capacity of the storage medium (a 1.44 MB drive) enables registration for many
months, so the system aHows long interval visits (a visit to the station at Gunung
Sandangan takes six hours total travelling time). Actual1y, the storage capacity is so
high that it would also be possible to record other signaIs, i.e. meteorological data. A
proposal for meteorological data recording will be described in the recommendations.
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2.4. Tbe space/aperture diversity receivinK system

At 11 January 1992 a space/aperture diversity receiving system became operational. It
consists of two receiving antennas. One antenna is a standard gain bom, used in tbe
so-called 'movable receiver'. Tbe otber is a parabolic disb (tbe same as tbe
transmitting antenna), used in the so-called 'fixed receiver'. Before 11 January 1992
the two receivers worked compIeteIy independent of each other. Botb receivers bad
their own local oscillator. In the next two sections, these original receivers are
described. After that, tbe final system is described, which has only one Iocal oscillator.

2.4.1. Tbe movable receiver at the lTS complex

Before it was possible to install a fixed receiver at the lTS complex, it was necessary
to measure the signal with a small receiver. With such a receiver it is possible to
check the path clearance and the influence of the reflected rays at different receiver
antenna Iocations. Tbe best position for the parabolic dish of the fixed receiver can
be found with the results of those measurements.

This system has a small standard gain hom, with a large beam width. Ascbematic
presentation of the movable receiver is given in the next figure. This figure also gives
the gain of the different elements. The gain of the hom antenna is calculated, the
gain of the attenuator, the amplifier, the bandpass filter and tbe cable are measured
and the otber values are taken from the data sheets.

11.325 GHz
Recording
EqulpMent

Bandpass
AMplifier Fil ter Vo.r.

fX.)
Att.

C> ,-......".,.; PLL
f""X) Co.ble Receiver

Low Noise
Horn AMpliFier

An1:enno.
Vo.veguide c>

Fig. 7 Tbe movable receiver at the lTS complex

The incoming signaI with a frequency of 11.335 GHz is amplified and mixed with a
frequency of 11.325 GHz. Via an attenuator (inserted to give the mixer an exact load
of 500) it is amplified and bandpass fiItered at 10 MHz. This bandpass filter allows
only the part of the signaI with the difference frequency to pass.

Tbe system has two power supplies: A 20 V supply for the LNA, the oscillator and a
fan for the cooling of the system and a 15 V supply for the other amplifier.
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This part of the equipment is built on a wooden support and covered with a metal

box (lxbxh = 45x45x30 cm). It can be placed on a movable support in the antenna
tower at the lTS complex, enabling height gain pattern measurements.

A 500 coaxial cable leads the signal from this box to the 'telecom lab' at lTS. There
it enters, via a variabie attenuator, a phase locked loop receiver, developed at EUT
[5]. Tbe logarithmic power output signalof this PLL-receiver enters the data

recording equipment which will be described in section 2.5.

2.4.2. The fixed receiver at the lTS complex

Tbe signal from Gunung Sandangan is received with a flXed parabolic dish. From the
measurement results obtained with the movable receiver it is concluded that the

height of the dish is not important. The influence of the water level change and the
k-factor change on the signal is so big that the signal reaches a maximum and a
minimum many times during a day at all possible heights. The only requirement is
that there is enough path clearance. A big obstacle on the path is formed by some
fruit trees, less than one kilometer from the Electrical Engineering building at the
lTS complex, which made it necessary to install the dish in the 15 meter high antenna
tower on the roof of the building. Tbe ground level at this lTS building is 3 meter
above MSL, the parabolic dish is installed at 27 meter above the surface. So for the
calculations, the receiver antenna height is 30 meter.

A schematic representation of the radio frequency (RF) part of the receiver is given
in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 The RF part of the fixed receiver at the lTS complex
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The signal from the antenna (the polarizer is set to receive the vertical polarization),
is amplified and via semi rigid cables of 7 and 2 meter and 24 meter waveguide led to
the 'telecom lab'. There it passes a coupIer, which can be used to insert test signals
into the system. Then via a variabIe attenuator, an isolator and a bandpass filter to a
mixer, where it is mixed with an 11.325 GHz signal. The IF output of the mixer enters
the IF part of the receiver, described below.

There are two power supplies, a 20 V supply for the oscillator and a 15 V supply for
the low noise amplifier. The 110 V supply for the fan (which keeps the local oscillator
stabIe) comes from the 110 V output of the power stabilizer of the system.

The polarizer is driven with a servo-motor. The position of this servo-motor is
controlled with a pulse signal with a variabie pulse length between 0.7 and 2.2 ms.
This signal is generated with a polarizer drive, in which a potentiometer determines
the pulse length. A schematic drawing of this polarizer drive is given in the next
figure.
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Fig. 9 The polarizer drive

During all the measurements in this report, the polarizer drive is tumed to the angle
with the highest signal level. In principle, other kinds of measurements are possible
with this system.

The IF output of the RF part of the receiver enters the IF part, which is
schematically presented in the next figure.
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Fig. 10 The IF part of the fixed receiver at tbe lTS complex

The input signal is amplified and split into two equal components. These components
are both 3.2 dB Iess than the original signal. Tbe isolation of tbe two components is
more tban 40 dB at 10 MHz. They are botb bandpass filtered at 10 MHz and
amplified. Tbe gain of tbe amplifiers differ 40 dB, which means that tbe output
signals cover a different area of the decibel scale. In this configuration, tbe output of
the amplifier with a gain of 60 dB (tbe so-called 'extended range output'), was not
recorded. Tbis was during the dry-season, during whicb the amplifier was always in
saturation. Large rain attenuation is expected in the rain season. During this period
the diversity system was set-up, which is described below. In that system, the extended
range output is also recorded. The output of the other amplifier enters via a variabIe
attenuator, a PLL-receiver. The logarithmic power output signalof this PLL-receiver
enters the data recording equipment, whicb will be described in section 2.5. Tbe
amplifiers get their power from the 15 V power supply, wbich is also used for the low
noise amplifier of the RF part.

2.4.3. The diversity receiving system

Tbe oid receiving system, as described above, worked witb two IocaI oscillators. One
oscillator inside the 'telecom lab' for the fixed receiver and the other in the box inside
the antenna tower for tbe movable receiver. The configuration was originally meant
to work with one Iocal oscillator, but the need to have a diversity receiving system,
led to tbe use of two local oscillators. This is, however, not necessary. Splitting tbe
signalof the oscillator and leading it to tbe two mixers is very weIl possibIe. After
considering and testing different possibilities, the system was changed to the
configuration presented in Fig. 11.

The amplifiers in tbe chains had to be adjusted, to prevent them from getting into
saturation and to get tbe signals in tbe necessary range. After the final adjustments,
tbe measurements started again at 11 January.
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2.5. The data reçordin2..unit at the lTS complex

The signals from the PLL-receivers and the rain pulses from the rain meter at the
lTS complex are recorded on floppy disk with an Analog-to-Digital convertor card
and a XT-computer and on paper with a chartrecorder. Fig. 12 shows aschematic
drawing of this part of the system.
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Fig. 12 The data acquisition unit

The signals from the PLL-receivers are rescaled (this means: given other offset and
gain) with DC-processors, 80 that the maximum and the minimum values fit into the
scales of the recording computer equipment (from -5 V until +5 V) and the
chartrecorder. The DC-processors are developed for the satellite measurement project
and described in [6].

They have two outputs:
* a filtered output: here the signals are filtered with an active second order

Butterworth lowpass filter with a time constant selectable out of: 0, 0.3, 3, 10, 30
and 100 sec. This output is recorded on the chartrecorder.

• an unfiltered output: here the signals are not filtered; filtering will be done with
the anti-aJiasing filters.
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The filtered signals of the PLL-receivers are recorded on paper with achartrecorder.
In order to get the same registration as the computer, the filter time constant is set to
10 sec. The pens of this recorder have a different time-scale-position on the paper,
which gives the two recordings a twenty minute relative shift on the paper. During a
power down a 15 V supply line from the power back-up in the satellite equipment
room is used for the paper feed motor of the chartrecorder. This is only done to
maintain the correct time scale of the recording paper. Data recording is not possible
during a power down, because the other equipment does not have an extra power
supply. Complete connection to the UPS-system (Uninteruptible power supply) and
the generator at the lTS complex should be realized to ensure trouble free recording.

The unfiltered signals are filtered with anti-aliasing filters with a cut-off frequency of
20 Hz (This means that they can be sampled with a sample frequency of 40 Hz). The
output signals of these filters enter the Analog-to-Digital unit (described in [4]) and
are recorded on floppy disk with a XT-computer with 4 floppy drives:
* one 5.25" drive (320 kB): used for the recording program
* one 3.5" drive (1.44 MB): used as 720 kB drive for data recording
* two 3.5" drives (720 kB): used for data recording.

The computer program used for the data recording is a slightly changed copy of the
DRP program used for the satellite measurements [4]. It only records in the 'off-event
mode', which means that it converts the signals from analog to digital (l2-bit-samples)
at a frequency of 40 Hz. It averages 400 samples to one value, which is recorded (one
value every ten seconds). A recorded average can have 4096 different values (from 0
up to and including 4095) and is written on the disk as a word (16 bit value).

2.5.1. Signa) sampling

For the data recording, the system takes the logarithmic power output of a
PLL-receiver in the range from -50 dBm until 0 dBm. This signal is lowpass filtered
with a filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz and then Analog-to-Digital converted
into 12-bit-samples with a frequency of 40 Hz. Then, an one-second-average is
calculated from forty values (1 second of data) without transforming the values to
linear scale. In the off-event mode, only one value is stored every ten seconds. This
value is found by averaging ten one-second-averages in the same way. This average is

called A dB • A dB can not be transformed to the lineaT power average or to the linear

field average. Transforming the original samples to a linear scale and taking the
average there is not the same as transforming the average. Linear power average
must be calculated with the next formula:
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( )

2
400 Xn

AU = _1_ E 10 20

400 n-l

where:

Au = the ten-seconds-average of the linear power funetion (in mWatt)

xa = the a-th measurement value (in dBm)

And the linear field average with:

400 x"

Aft = _1_ :E 10 20

400 n=l

where:

Aft = the ten-seconds-average of the linear field function (in Volt)

These two averages can only be ca1culated if the Data Registration Program is
changed. They can not be calculated from the data on the diskettes. This can be
made clear by calculating the following (meaningless) values:

A1i(dB) = 10-log A li

and

Aft(dB) = ZO-log Aft

It is now possible to define two error-values, called Al and A2 , as follows:

Al = A'i(dB)-AdB

A2 =Aft(dB) -AdB

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The errors depend on the interval on the scale, from where the measurement values
come_ This interval is big when the measured signal changes a lot during ten seconds.

In order to get an impression of these errors, the following simulation has been made
with a computer program:

1. Define a dB-scale with 4096 points, from 0 up to and incIuding 4095, representing
a dB-scale from -SO dBrn up to and including 0 dBm.

Z. Take an interval on the dB-scale, called 'three-sigma-intervaI'.
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3. Take randomly 400 points with a Gaussian distribution with a variation of sigma.
This is done by using the number generator described in section 4.1.

4. Calculate the three average values, transform the two linear averages to dBm and
round all three to the dosest point on the scale.

5. Calculate the errors between the real average and the two others.
6. Repeat 2, 3, 4 and 5 a hundred times and remember the largest error-values.
7. Repeat 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 a hundred times with every time a different interval size.

Start with an interval of 0.4 dB (33 points) and end at 40 dB (3276 points) with
steps of 0.4 dB (add every time 32.76 points and round to the nearest point).

8. Transform the maximum errors to dB values and write them to a file for graphical
presentation.

Tbe resulting graph is presented in the next figure.
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Fig. 13 Error in the calculation of average values

It can be concluded that if the signal changes a little during 10 seconds (like a signal
from the satellite measurements), the errors are very small and transformation of
stored data to linear values is aJlowed. But for the rapidly changing signals of the
LOS connection (where the signal ean easily change more than 30 dB within 10
seconds), the errors are too big. So, transformation of stored data to linear values is
never allowed. All the data processing must therefore be done on the dB-scale or the
Data Registration Program must he changed.
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2.6. Link bud&et calculation

Tbe dynamic range of the system can be found from the link budget calculation. It is
the difference (in dB) between the free-space received signallevel and the minimal
required detection level. This detection level is fully determined by the 'in-loek'
threshold of the PLL-receivers, which is 6 dB.

Table 1 shows the link budget of the LOS link and the resulting dynamic range.
During heavy rainfall, the antenna noise temperature increases. This effect is taken
into account. Tbe noise band width of the PLL-receivers is selectable. In the
calculations it is taken to be 300 Hz.
Table 1 Link budget calculation

EIRP -20.0 dBW
Path Loss 146.7 dB

Atmospheric Attenuation 0.4 dB
Antenna Pointing Loss 0.3 dB

Antenna Gain 42.0 dB

Received Power -83.4 dBW

k (Boltzmann constant) -228.6 dBW/HzK
Bn (Noise Bandwidth = 300 Hz) 24.8 dBHz

Ta (Antenna Noise Temp.) 200 K
Tr (Receiver Noise Temp.) 800 K

Tsys = Ta + Tr 30.0 dBK

Received Noise -173.8 dBW

C/N 90.4 dB
C/N threshold 6 dB

Tsys degradation (heavy rainfall) 0.4 dB

Dynamic Range 84 dB
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3. MODEL FOR THE LOS LINK

3.1. Introduction to the LOS link model

Tbe very complex reality of the behavior of the signalof a line of sight link can be
described in a lot of different modeIs. They go from very simple to very complex. The
problem here is to find the model which describes the actual LOS link within the
desired precision, but does not require parameters which are unknown or impossible
to measure.

In the next sections, a model describing the LOS link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya
will be derived and its suitability will be discussed.

3.2. The k-factor

Eleetromagnetic radio waves are influenced by the refractive index of the medium
through which they travel. Tbe refractive index, n, is defined as the ratio between the
speed of light in vacuum and the actual speed of the radio waves in the medium. This
value is almost always close to one. That is why a more convenient quantity is
introduced: the refractivity, N. It is defined as:

N = (n-l) . 1<r (6)

Recommendation 453-2 of the CCIR [7] recommends the next formula to be used for
the calculation of the refractivity:

(7)

where:

P = atmospheric pressure (mb)

e = water vapour pressure (mb)

T = absolute temperature (K)
Tbe meteorological parameters change with time and piace, making the distribution
of the refractivity very complicated. That is why the following simplification is made:
assume that the refractivity only changes in the vertical direction. Under nonnal
conditions, this assumption is valid.
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This means that radio waves will bend as they pass through the troposphere,
describing a curve. In the so-called k-factor model [8] it is shown that the curvature of
these radio waves can be translated into a change of the earth radius, resulting in
straight radio rays. This, so-called, effective earth radius is found by multiplying the
real earth radius by a factor k, which is given by [8]:

1 1
k = ---...,..-- = ---~,..----

1 + a _dn_ 1 + a dN • 10-6

dh dh

(8)

where:

a = real earth radius

h = height above sea level
Meteorological measurements with weather balloons at the weather station of Juanda
Airport (Surabaya) [9] in the years 1973-1977 resulted in a median k-factor for the
layer from 0 - ± 1500 m, of 1.54 ± 0.03. The next figure shows the distribution of the
measurement results as they were published in [9].
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Fig. 14 k-Factor distribution function in the region of Surabaya for the period 1973
1977. AJtitude 0 • ± 1500 m
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3.3. Direct Ray

The direct ray in LOS comrnunications is the ray which travels from transmitting
antenna to receiving antenna without reflection or diffraction at an object or the
ground surface. A simplified equation for the direct ray can be found by transforming
the cross-section of the earth's surface into a parabola touching the circle in its top.
See Fig. 15.

------------~-~~~-~------------

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ka I

~
Fig. 15 Transfonnation from circle ioto parabola

The equation for the parabola can be found by using the general TUle:

v1 - a = 1 - .!a + ... (a < < 1)
2

This leads to the wanted parabola equation:

x 2

Y = -
2ka

(9)

(10)

* Using this parabola model for the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya, the error in
the vertical direction is 0.6 mm when k = 1.54.

The axis of the parabola is taken equal to the transmitting antenna axis and the
receiving antenna axis is taken parallel to that axis. This is presented in the next
figure.
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Fig. 16 Parabola model witb parallel axis

hr

The height above the earth of the direct ray at a position x, z(x), is now easy to find:

(

d2 )2 hl - hr + -
x 2kaz(x) =h + - - • X

I 2ka d

x 2 (h - h d]= 2ka + r d I - 2ka . x + h,

The same result is obtained in [9], but with a different derivation.

(11)

Before the angles of departure and arrivaI can be calculated, it is first necessary to
define the positive and the negative direction. This is done in the next figure.

POSITIVE 8

----------~---
NEGATIVE 8

EARTH

Fig. 17 Definition of positive aod negative angle

Now the angles of departure and arrival of the direct ray with the main axis of the
antennas can be calculated:
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~Zdx~X)I. = tan 6
d

.= h, - h,
x=o d

where:

6d = angle of departure of the direct ray

So:

d

2ka
(12)

ad = arctan [ h, - h, - -!!.-]
d 2ka

The same can be done for the angle of arrival, which leads to:

[ h, - h, d]
6 = arctan - - -

o d 2ka

where:

6
0

= angle of arrival of the direct ray

* For the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya, 6d = -0.45° and

6
0

= 0.18°.

3.4. Fint Fresnel zone

(13)

(14)

Line of sight propagation is defined in recommendation 310-7 of the CCIR [7] as:
'Propagation between two points for which the direct ray is sufficiently dear of
obstacles for diffraction to be of negligible effect'. The somewhat vague term
'sufficiently clear' is normally seen as the spatial region corresponding to the first
Fresnel zone, which is defined as the region within the ellipsoid surface with an axis
passing through the transmitting and the receiving point, giving a path length
difference of 1/2 Ä.

The distance from the direct ray to the boundary of the first Fresnel zone can be
calculated from the next figure [8]:
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Fig. 18 Ellipse model ror nrst Fresnel zone

The transmitting antenna lies in the origin, which is also one focus of the ellipse. The
receiving antenna lies in the other focus. The equation for the elIipse is:

(15)

c = 1/2 d and a = 1/2 d + 1/4 J.., which makes it possible to calculate b 2
:

b2 = -!. À d + J... À2

4 16
(16)

With these values and knowing that d > > À, the equation of the elIipse becomes:

y = ±
(17)

The maximum width of the first Fresnel zone (two times the maximum of y) can now
be calculated in the middle of the path. It is 34.7 m. This formula can also be used to
find the area on the sea which reflects the first Fresnel zone of the indirect ray. This
will be done in section 3.5.

A lot of approximations are involved in the calculations presented in these chapters:
* The surface of the earth is plotted as a parabolic arc, rather than as a circular arc
* The elevations are plotted along vertical lines
* Tbe true length of the path, d, is not the distance measured along the surface of

the earth
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• The radius of the first Fresnel zone is not taken perpendicular to the direct ray,
butalong verticallines

These approximations are generally accepted by communication engineers for normal
conditions. An interesting description of these and other approximations can be found
in [10] (page 535-539).

3.5. Refleçtion point

The LOS link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya passes over the straits of Madura, rice
fields and hilly land. Indirect rays, reflecting at the ground surface, can reach the
receiving antenna and will, depending on their relative phase, enforce or attenuate
the direct ray.

The amount of wave energy which is reflected, depends on the material reflecting the
wave. So, to make an estimation of the total received field, it is necessary to
determine the reflection point.

------c/------
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lil
I I
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I
I
I
I

---1-----
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I
I

)4------ clt ---""1

ht

Fig. 19 Determination of the ref1ection point

Here the origin is taken in the reflection point. Equations for the two parts of the
reflected ray are:
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x
2

(hl d, )ZI(X) = - - - - - • x
2ka d, 2ka

x
2 (h d-d1Z (x) = _ + '- I. X

, 2ka d - d, 2ka

(18)

where:

z,(x) = height of part of indirect ray from transmitting antenna to reflection point

z,(x) = height of part of indirect ray from reflection point to receiving antenna

Calculation of the two derivatives gives:

dzl(x) X hl d,-- -- +-
dx ka dl 2ka

dz,(x) x hT
d-d

I-- -- +
dx ka d-d 2kaI

(19)

In the reflection point (that is when x = 0) the angle of arrivaI must he equaI to the
angle of departure. so:

dzl(x)
=

dx x~o

dz,(x)

dx x=o

(20)

This leads to the foIIowing equation:

U: - 3dd; + {d 2
- 2ka~ll +h,)}d, + 2kahld = 0

This equals equation 5.47 of [9]. Appendix 11 of chapter 5 of [9] gives, after a
complicated derivation. the solution of this equation:

(21)
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[

'Ir +arcco{ s;])
. cos P

3

(22)

It is now possible to calculate the distance from the transmitting antenna to the
reflection point as a function of the k-factor.

distance to transmitter (km)
41,------------------------,

40

39

38

37

36 l------JL..-.-__L..-.-_L..-.-_L..-.-----JL..-----!_---!_-.l._-.1._.........L.---'

05 07 0.9 1.1 13 15 1.7 19 2.1 23 2.5
k- factor

Fig. 20 Distance of the reflection point

From the path profile (Fig. 3) and the k-factor distribution (Fig. 14), it is now easy to
see that for each value of k which has been measured between 1973-1977, the
reflection point lies on the seawater surface.
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Now the grazing angle 'iJi can be calculated with the following formula:

which gives:

dzt(x)
tan'iJ; = - =

dx XaO

dz,(x) = ht

dx x-o dt

dt

2ka
(23)

(
h, d, ]'Ir. = arctan - - --

I d 2ka,
(24)

* For the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya, when k= 1.54, the reflection point lies

on 39830 m from the transmitting antenna, which means that 'lri = 0.29°.

The first Fresnel zone covers an area on the sea around the reflection point. This is
an ellipse. The width is just the size of the first Fresnel zone at the reflection point,
which is 23 m. The length of the area is found by dividing the width of the area by
sin(0.29°). The length is 4528 m. At low tide it is possible that a part of the first
Fresnel zone is not on the water surface. This phenomenon could explain same
disturbances in the measured signals as described in section 6.

AIso the angle of departure from the transmitting antenna and the angle of arrival at
the receiving antenna of the indirect ray can be calculated:

[
ht dt ]

ad' = arctan - - - -
I d ~a

t

(
h, d-dtJa . = arctan - - --

aI d - d 2ka,

(25)

where:

adi = the angle of departure from the transmitting antenna of the indirect ray

aai = the angle of arrival at the receiving antenna of the indirect ray

* For the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya, ad; = -0.52° and aai = -0.32° when

k= 1.54.
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3.6. Reflection coefficient of the reflection point

When a radio wave is refiected t not all the energy in the incident wave is specularly
refiected to the reflected wave. Some of it is diffuse reflected. The ratio of the field
strengths of tbe incident wave and tbe specularly reflected wave is called tbe

reflection coefficient.

The reflection coefficient depends on:
- tbe polarization of the waves
- tbe electrical properties of the reflecting surface
- tbe wavelengtb
- tbe grazing angle of the incident wave
- tbe smootbness of the surface

Using the Rayleigh criterium, it is possihle to divide reflecting surfaces into rough and
smooth surfaces. This can he explained with the next figure [8]:

Fig. 21 Rough surface reflection

/

Tbe irregularities cause a phase difference hetween ray 1 and ray 2 of:

Aq, = 41rh sim".
À I

where:

Aq, = phase difference between ray 1 and ray 2

h = height of irregularities

À = wavelength

Vi = grazing angle

(26)
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In the literature is no uniformity in the definition of the Rayleigh criterian: [8] gives

A(/J = V21r as dividing value between smooth and rough, [2] gives A(/J = '/.I". and [11]

takes a combination: A</> < 1/4". means smooth and À(/J > l/2". means rough (with this

definition there are situations where a surface is not smooth and not rough). This can

be translated in two values for the height of the irregularities, say h1/ 2'1 and h1/ 4'1:

h1/ 2'1

À.
=

8sinllJi
(27)

h1/ 4'1

À.
=

16sinVi

where:

h1/ 2'1 = maximum height for irregularities as a phase shift of l/2". is taken as the

boundary between smooth and rough surfaces

1z1/ 4" = maximum height for irregularities as a phase shift of 1/4". is taken as the

boundary between smoath and rough surfaces

* For the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya h 1/ 2'1 = 0.65 mand h1/ 4'1 = 0.33 m.

Other literature gives a reduction factor, which must be multiplied with the reflection

factor for a smooth surface [12] and [9]:

{
Ah simJri ]2]

a = exp -8".
À

where:

a = correction factor for roughness of a surface

Ah = standard deviation of the surface roughness

(28)

Note that Ah = V2h because h is the difference between top and bottom of the

irregularity and Ah is the difference between an extreme value and the mean surface.

* For the Link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya, a(1z1/ 2'1) = 0.73 and a(h1/ 4,,) = 0.92.

The next figure shows the reduction factor as a function of Ah.
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Fig. 22 Reduction factor for the retlection coefficient

The reflection coefficient of smooth surfaces for small values of the grazing angle is
given in [13]:

IRil =
sinW; - n

sin 111; +n
(29)

IR"I
n sinW; - 1

=
n sim,,; + 1

where:

= reflection coefficient for horizontal polarization

= reflection coefficient for vertical polarization

n = refractive index

For seawater n = 8.9.

* FOT the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya IRil = 0.967 and IRil I = 0.914.
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3.7. Focussin2

Due to the change of the refractive index in the vertical direction, the ray traces will

be curved. This means that the electric field strength of the ray (Et) is different in

comparison with the electric field strength in the situation where the rays are straight

(Eo). Now it is possible to define a focussing factor:

In [13] a formuIa for the focussing factor is derived:

C = cos2ef d

(30)

(31)

where:

ed = angle of departure

Bath for the direct and the indirect rays of the link Gunung Sandangan - Surabaya all
these factors are very close to one (> 0.99995) and can be left out of the calculations
without noticeable influence.

3.8. Divemence

Due to reflection at a spherical surface, radio waves are defocused. This is called the
divergence effect.

Eo is defined as the electric field strength after reflection of a beam at a flat surface.

Et is defined as the electric field strength after reflection of the same beam at a

spherical surface. It is assumed that the surfaces have the same reflection
characteristics and the emitted energy within asolid angle do is the same for bath
situations. Now it is possible to define a divergence factor:

(32)

In [13] this divergence factor is derived:

(33)
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The divergence factor D can now be drawn as a function of the k-factor. This is done
in the next figure.

divergence factor
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Fig. 23 Divergence factor as a funetion of the k·factor

It is clear to see that this factor cannot be ignored in the calculations.

3.9. Path lena:th difference

htl
INDIRECT RAY

/ I \ hrl
I

---- -------~-~-~~=-~-~-- ---------
hr2

ht2

Fig. 24 Calculation of path length difference

The square of the length of the direct path is:

(34)
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where:

Sd = length of the direct path

ha = part of the transmitting antenna height which lies above the straight line

through the reflection point

h rZ = part of the receiving antenna height which lies above the straight line

through the reflection point

h t2 = part of the transmitting antenna height which lies under the straight line

through the reflection point

h r2 = part of the receiving antenna height which lies under the straight line

through the reflection point

The square of the length of the indirect path is:

S2 = (h + h )2 + d2
r a rZ

where:

Sr = length of the indirect path

If it is assumed that Sr + Sd = 2d then the path length difference becomes:

(35)

~s = S - S =r d

For ha and hrz we can write:

= (36)

(37)

This leads to the final result:

AS = _2Jlt_hr [1 _ _d_,2] [1 __(d_-d_i]
d 2kaht 2kahr

(38)

This derivation is very much the same as the one in Appendix IJl of [9], only here the
parabola model (introduced in section 3.3) is used.
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3.10. Tbe heieht eain pattem

With the two-wave model described in the previous sections, a direct and an indirect
wave reach the receiving antenna. When these two waves interfere with each other, it
is possible that the received power is more or less than in the situation with only the
direct wave. A formula for the interference factor is formula 5.62 in [9]:

P (liS)P: = 1 + D2 IR F+ W IR I cos 211" T + arg(R)

where:

Pr = received power

Po = received power when there is only a direct wave

D = defocussing factor of tbe spherical surface

R = complex reflection coefficient

ÀS = path length difference

À = wave length

In the following sections, a short notation will be used:

3.11. k-Factor fadine

The formula for the interference factor is a function of:
- the distance between the antennas
- the heights of the antennas
- the refractive index of the reflecting surface
- the roughness of the reflecting surface
- the wavelength
- the k-factor

Tbe interference factor as a function of k is drawn in the next figure:

(39)

(40)
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Fig. 25 Interference factor as a function of tbe k·factor

With a system with only one receiving antenna it can happen that the connection
breaks down due to k-factor fading. This problem can be solved by using a system
with two receiving antennas, which are verticaUy spaced. This is called space diversity.

3.11.1. Detennination of the optima) antenna spacing witb a grapbical metbod

The determination of a good vertical displacement is done with a graphical method in
[13]. A graph is drawn, with on the x-axis the k-factor and on the y-axis the height of
the receiving antenna. Then, Hnes are drawn through the values giving a aS of
(m - 1/2)1 or nÀ. (Where n and m are integer values). These values give the maxima
and minima of the interference factor, because when the patb length difference is n
times the wave length, the direct and indirect wave enforce each other and when the
path length difference is m - 112 times the wave length, the direct and indirect wave
cancel each otber out.

Now, at the receiver height a minimum is taken, leading to a certain k-value. At the
same k-value, a maximum is taken, giving the second antenna heigbt. Now, tbe
occurrence of deep attenuation can be prevented by using a receiver which always
takes the antenna signal witb tbe higbest strength (so-called 'switched diversity').
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3.11.2. Determination of the optima) antenna spacing with the correlation coefficient

It is also possible to look at the correlation coefficient of the two signals coming from
the different antennas. For diversity systems a correlation coefficient of -1 is ideal,
because in this situation, one signal is bad, just when the other is likely to be good.

The correlation coefficient for two signals having zero average is given by [13]:

p = < x(t) y(t) >

J< x 2(t) > < y2(t) >

where:

x, y = two signals with zero average

<.> = average value of a function over a long period

A more general formula for signals with a non-zero average is:

p = < (x(t) - IJ.x ) ( y(t) - lJ.y ) >

J« x(t) - IJ.x )2> «y(t) -lJ.y )2>

where:

(42)

= two signals with non-zero averages

= average value of the function x or y

The signals from the antennas have non-zero averages, so the last formula must be

used. Actually, the signal from the antenna is a function of the k-factor and this k

factor is a function of the time. The probability function of k, P(k), is introduced in

the next formula:

< x(k(t» > = f x(k)P(k)dk
-<0

where:

x(k(t» is x as a function of the k-factor, which is a function of the time

(43)

The actual probability function of k is not known. Model simulations can be made by

taking P(k) uniform over a certain interval Ak around an average value, ka' or by

taking a Gaussian function for P(k). Numerical simulation of the correlation factor

will be performed in section 4.
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4. MODEL SIMULATION

With the formulas found in section 3 it is possible to perform model simulations. FOT

some simulations it win be necessary to have a gaussian distributed random number
generator. Such a generator win be described in the next section.

4.1. Generation of Gaussian distributed random values

Tbe Turbo Pascal programming language has got a random number generator which
can generate nearly uniformly distributed random numbers. This generator can be
used to generate random numbers with a different distribution, such as Gaussian. This
is possible by transforming one variabie which is uniformly distributed into a variabie
which has got a different distribution [14]:

p(y) =p(x) 1:1
where:

p(.) = probability distribution

x = uniformly distributed variabie

y = function of x

This formula can also be extended to two-dimensional situations [14]:

where la( )/à( )1 is the Jacobian determinant of the x's with respect to the y's.

(44)

(45)

This procedure is used in the Box-Muller method for generating random numbers
with a Gaussian (normal) distribution:

j2

p(y) = _1_ e 2"

~

(46)

Tbe method starts with two variables, Xl and X2' uniformly distributed on (0,1). Two

other variables, YI and Y2' are introduced as:
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Yl = J-21nx1COS21rX2

Y2 = J-21nx1sin21rX2

which is equivalent with:

Tbe Jacobian determinant becomes:

Which shows that each y is independently distributed according to the normal
distribution.

(47)

(48)

(49)

Now [14] proposes a function written in Pascal to generate Gaussian distributed
random numbers. This function takes two random numbers, uniformly distributed
over a circle and calculates from them two other random numbers, which are
Gaussian distributed. In this way, it is not necessary to perform computer time
consuming sine and eosine calculations. Tbe authors of [14] claim that the saved
computer time is longer than the extra time needed to execute the more complex
function. But simulations have shown that with an AT-computer with numerical
coprocessor, this method is considerably slower than the direct calculation. So, it is
better to calculate Gaussian distributed random numbers with the next program Hne:

GausRan := sqrt(-2.0 * ln(random» * cos (360 * random);

Where GausRan is a real variabie and the random function-calls return two different
values, generated by the build-in uniform generator. Gausran has zero mean and unit
variance. Tbe desired varianee can be obtained by muItiplying GausRan with that
variance. After that, the desired mean can be added.

Tbe next figure shows the simulation results of the uniform and the Gaussian
distributed random number generators. Both generators have produced 10000 random
numbers for this simulation.
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Fig. 26 Simulation results of the random number generators

In this report, the Gaussian numher generator win he used during simulations.

4.2. Description of the Pascal Iibran unit for model simulation

The formulas which are found in section 3 are used in many Pascal programs. A
special unit is written which makes it unnecessary to place all the formulas in every
program. This unit can he used hy placing the next line in a simulation program:

uses lOS\Jn i t;

After this Hne it is possihle to call a special procedure, called InitLOS and a special
function, called Beta. Furthermore, an extra type exists, called LOSType. This type is
a record with 15 fields. ft can he used after the next line

var MyLOS : LOSType;

The last 8 fields are read-only fields. After a calculation, these fields contain the last

calculation results for q, p, dl' tanWi' the divergence factor, ~S and the two

correction factors for the antenna heights. The first 7 fields must he filled with the
next values of the LOS link: wavelength, earth radius, heights of transmitting and
receiving antennas, water level, distance hetween transmitter and receiver and the
k-factor. In most of the simulations, these values will be the same or only one

variabIe will be varied. To overcome the need to initialize these variables every time,
the procedure InitLOS can he used. This must be done with the next line:
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Ini tlOS(MylOS);

Now all tbe variables have default values which can be found in tbe listing of the unit.

Tbe only thing to do is to change some variables (if necessary) and to start the
calculation. Tbis can be done by calling the function Beta. Most of the time, this will
be done by changing one variabie and placing the results in an array. An example
program part is given below. It is assumed that all the variables are properly declared.

with MyLOS do
begin

for Cntr:~1 to 100 do
begin

k:=KAvr + OeltaK * «Cntr - 1) I 99);
ArrX[Cntr):=1c
ArrY[Cntr]:=Beta(MyLOS);

end;
end;

After this, tbe arrays can be written to file for further data processing or a graph can
be drawn on the screen, for instanee by using the unit Plot2D, described in appendix
A. ft is aIso possible to read the values of the read-only variables in the record after
every calculation. This is for instanee done to get the divergence grapb of Fig. 23.

Tbe listing of the LOSUnit is given below:

unit LOSUnit;
(SN+,E+)

interface
uses JanLib;
type

LOSType = record
Larixla :reali
a :reali
Ht :real;
Hr :real i
WaterlvI :real;
o :real;
Ic :real;
Q :reali
P : real;
Ot :real;
TanPsi :real:
Oiver :real:
OeltaS :real;
CorrHr : real:
CorrHt : rea I;

end:

{ used wave length in m }
{ earth radius in m }
{ height of transmitting antenna in m }
{ height of receiving antenna in m }
{ water level in rn from MSl }
{ di stance transmitter-receiver in m }
{ Ic-factor }
{ result of last q calculation }
{ result of last p calculation }
{ last di stance of reflection point }
{ last tangens psi calculation }
{ last divergence calculation }
{ last path length difference }
{ last correction of transm. antenna }
{ last correction of receiv. antenna }

procedure (nitlOS(var Sett:LOSType)i
function Beta(var Sett:lOSType):real:
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iq:>lementation

procedure InitLOS(var Sett:lOSType);
begin

with Sett do
begin

Lambda: =0. 026466696; a: =6378390. 0;
Hr:=30.0; WaterLvl:=O;
k:=1.54;

end;
end; {procedure InitLOS}

Ht:=280.0;
0:=45500.0;

function Beta(var Sett:LOSType):real;
begin

with Sett do
begin

Q:= (Ht - Hr) * (k * a * 0) / 4;
P:= 2 / sqrt(3) * sqrt( sqr(O) I 4 + k * a * (Ht + Hr - 2 * WaterLvl»;
Ot:= 0 I 2 + P * cos «Pi + arccos «8 * Q) I (P * sqr(P»» I 3);
TanPsi:= (Ht - WaterLvl) I Ot - Ot I (2 * k * a);
Oiver:= 1 I sqrt(1 + (2 * Ot * (0 - Ot» I (k * a * D • TanPsi»;
CorrHr:= 1 - sqr(D - Ot) I (2 • k * a • (Hr - WaterLvl»;
CorrHt:= 1 - sqr(Dt) I (2 • k • a • (Ht - WaterLvl»;
OeltaS:= (2 • (Ht - WaterLvl) • (Hr - Waterlvl» I 0 * CorrHr • CorrHt;
Beta:= 10 • ln(1 + sqr(Diver) - 2 • Diver •

cos«2 • Pi * OeltaS) / Lambda»/ln(10);
end;

end; { procedure Beta}

begin
end.

The arccos function is no standard Pascal function, it is taken from a function Iibrary.

After the description of this unit, it is not very interesting to describe the programs
used to make the simulation graphs of this report. Most of the time, these programs
just contain for-next loops with calls to the LOSUnit. Programmers will have no
problems with the Pascal files on the program diskette.

4.3. The influence of the sea water level on the received siamal

The signalof the LOS connection passes the Straits of Madura (Selat Madura) on its
way from Gunung Sandangan to the lTS complex. In section 3.5 it is shown that the
reflection point of the indirect ray lies on that water surface for all the possible
k-factors. This means that a change in the water level results in a change of the
height gain pattern at the receiver side.

In [15] it is assumed that the daily variation of the water level is always less than 28
cm. From this assumption it is (correctly) concluded, that this change has no
significant influence on the height gain pattern. The value of 28 cm was taken from
incomplete tide tables. Observation of the tidal change at the beach of Madura gave
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rise to the suspicion that the tidal change was much bigger than those 28 cm. This
suspicion proved right when the harbour administration of Surabaya kindly made
available the tide tables of the year 1991 [16].

That publication gives hourly heights of the tide of 73 stations in Indonesia for the
whole year. These predictions are based on the Admiralty method, using harmonie
constants taken from the Indonesian Sailing Direction and the results of the
hydro-oceanographic surveys.

Comparison of the coordinates of the different stations in Surabaya with tbe
coordinates of tbe lTS complex (Latitude 7°17' S, Longitude 112°47'58" E), showed
that station 34 (Latitude 7°18' S, Longitude 112°8') was the dosest.

The tide tables give no dimensions. In the explanation it is indicated that all values
are in decimeters and the zero level is 15 decimeters below Mean Sea Level (MSL).
This explains the wrong assumption in [15]. This means that the daily variation of tbe
water level can be as big as 2.80 meters.

The water height of a typical day as a function of the time is given in Fig. 27. The
indicated time is local time (WIB = Waktu Indonesia Sarat = GMT + 7.00). The
reference point (zero water level) is 150 cm below MSL.

It is now possible to calculate different height gain patterns with the water beight as a
parameter. This is done by correcting the heights of tbe receiving and transmitting
antennas in the model with the actual water height. Tbe results are presented in
Fig. 28. Tbe k-factor is 1.54.

From this figure it can be concluded that the daily water level change has a big
influence on the received signal and that in an accurate theoretical model of the LOS
connection, the water height must he used as a parameter.
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Fig. 27 The predicted water beigbt for 8 October 1991, station 34 as a function of time
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4.4. Numerical calculation of the correlation factor

Now it is possible to do the next simulation: Two antennas are mounted on the same

mast and are pointed in the same direction with a vertical separation of l1h r • The

vertical separation is now changed. The correlation coefficient as a function of l1h,

can be written as:

(50)

For a numerical calculation of the correlation factor the same assumption is made,
which has been made in [9]: The reflection by smooth sea, both for vertical and

horizontal polarization, with small grazing angle, gives: R = -1. This means that

IR I = 1, 6 = 'Ir and the formula for the interference factor becomes:

IJ = IO.IOg[;J = IO.\Og(I + D' - 2D 005(2.. ~s )] (51)

The numerical calculation is made with N + 1 points. This changes the integrals into
summations:

where:

N

L(Ph -Ph )(Ph - Ah -Ph-Ah)
, , " r ,

(I) n=O
p 11 Ir = -;::::=======================================

N N

L ( Ph - Ph )2 L ( Ph _ Ah - {3h _Ah )2
n=O ' r n=D ' , , ,

_ 1 N
X =--- L XnN+l nao

(52)

(53)

In order to calculate a theoretical correlation coefficient, it is necessary to assume a
k-factor distribution. With that distribution, two groups of interference factors for two
different antenna heights are ca1culated. These two groups of paired calculations
result in one correlation factor. When the height of the second antenna is moved in
those theoretical calculations, it is possible to make a graph of the theoretical
correlation coefficient as a function of the height of the second antenna. (Tbe height
of the first antenna is kept constant). This procedure is followed with two different
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k-factor distributions. The first distribution is a uniform distribution around a chosen
constant:

k = k + (.!!.. - .:) Ak
a N 2

(54)

where:

ka = chosen constant

Ak = chosen distribution width

The constant value, ka' is made equal to the mean value found from the balloon

measurements, which is 1.54. The distribution width, Ak, is arbitrarily chosen to be 2.
With this value all the rneasured kvalues from the balloon measureinents are
inc1uded.

The second distribution is the Gaussian distribution as described in section 4.1. Also
here the mean is taken to be 1.54 and the variance is taken to be 2/3. Both
simulation results are presented in the next figure.
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Fig. 29 Simulation results of the correJation coefficient calculations

The above simulations are performed with the water level equal to MSL. Water level
simulations can be performed if it is assumed that the k-factor changes very rapidly.
When this is true, the k-factor distribution at a specific water height can be taken
equal to the overall distribution.
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Water level simulations are performed with the two k-factor distributions. The water
level.is moved from _MSL - 1.4 m to MSL + 1.~ m with ten equal steps. Fig. 30 and
Fig. 31 show these results in comparison with the results without water level change.
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From these graphs it cao be seen that the correlation coefficient changes several
times from positive to negative with increasing antenna spacing. The antenna spacing
with the most negative correlation is in all graphs 1.6 meters. This in comparison with
the distance between a maximum and a minimum in the height gain pattern, which is
1.55 meters. The two k-factor gain patterns with the most negative antenna spacing
are shown in the next figure.
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Fig. 32 The k·factor gain patterns for two antenna heights with a spacing of 1.6 meters

It is possihle to put these simulation results in XY-plots. In this form, the results from

simulations and measurements can he compared. This will he done in section 6,
where the measurement results are presented.
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5. DATA PROCESSING

5.1. Tbe Data Reaistration Provam (DRP)

As described in section 2.5.1, tbe DRP program stores every ten seconds one word
(16 bit value) for every channel. This is done in a file called 'DATA.DRP'.
Information about the data in that file, e.g. device name, signal name, offset,
amplitude, dimension etc. are stored in a separate ASCII file called 'IDF.DRP'. A
tota1 of eight channels are stored, together with rain bucket data and status data. All
in a total of 20 bytes, which means that one full diskette can contain 4.2 days of
measurement data. Tbe rain bucket is not connected to the LOS equipment, tbe rain
data is already recorded on the sateJlite measurement equipment and processed
separately. Mter a power down, when the computer restarts, it renames existing data
and IDF files by adding a random number to the names and creates new data and
IDF files.

The structure of the status word is given in the next figure.

I

115/14113112/1111019/81 7161514131211 la I
L I I I L digital input 1

digital input 2
digital input 3

not used

time elapsed since
previous sample

current hour

not used

event indicator

Fig. 33 Status word in the DRP data files

Only two values from the status word are needed for the data processing of the LOS
data: the current hour (CurrHr) and the time elapsed since the previous sample (Ts).
These values can be extracted from the status word with the following calculations:
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CurrHr:=(StatusWord and $1FOO) shr 8;
Ts:=(StatusWord and SOOFO) shr 4;

For the LOS set-up, only three channels contain real data. That is why a data
reduction is performed. The DRP files are transformed to so-called 'day files'. This
will be described below. An complete description of the DRP program is given in [4].

5.2. The file structure of one day of data

The WS data is used in many different processing programs. Unfortunately, the DRP
file structure does not aHow easy access to that data. Furthermore, the DRP files
contain a lot of 'unused channel data', which can be deleted. This has led to the
choke to transform the data to a different structure. The chosen structure is the 'day
file format'.

A day file contains the measured data of one measurement day. The name of a day
file is: YYMMDD.LOS, where YY is the year, MM is the month and DD is the day
of the measured day. This means that alphabetical order is the same as time order in
the DOS computer file system. The file only contains words (16 bit values) and starts
with an information part. A day file only contains the data of the used channels.
During the LOS measurements, day files were created with the data of two channels
(with the old set-up) and three channels (with the extra data from the extended range
output). A day file with a certain number of channels has always the same size. A day
file with two channels is 34584 bytes (= 17292 words) long and a day file with three
channels is 51874 bytes (= 25937 words) long.

The information part of a day file has the following structure:

* word 1: number of channels in the day file
* word 2: original number in the DRP file of the first channel in the day file
* word 3 and 4: hi and low word of the offset of the first channel in the day file
* word 5 and 6: ,hi and low word of the gain of the first channel in the day file
* word 7: original number in the DRP file of the second channel in the day file
* word 8 and 9: hi and low word of the offset of the second channel in the day file
* word 10 and 11: hi and low word of the gain of the second channel in the day file

*
* word n: check word which is always $FFFF=65535
where n = (number of channels in the day file) * 5 + 2.
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Data processing programs can use the check word to make sure that the information
part iscorrectly read.

The values in the real format of the gain and the offset with a maximum of two digits
behind the point are transformed into two words with the following Pascal functions:

function HiWord(Rl:real):word;
var
T~ord :word;

begin
T~ord:=trunc(abs(Rl • 100) I 65536 );
if Rl < 0 then T~ord:=T~ord or 32768;
HiWord:=Tmpword;

end; { function Hiword }

function LoWord(Rl:real):word;
begin

LoWord:=trunc(65536 * frac(abs(Rl * 100) I 65536»;
end; { function LDWord }

The first digit of the hi word is the so-called sign bit, fol1owed by 31 bits which
describe the real value until 2 digits behind the point. In data processing programs,
the original real value can be retrieved with the following function:

procedure Transf(lnHi,lnLo:word;var OUt:real);
begin

OUt:=(lnHi and 32767) * 655.36 + InLo I 100;
if (InHi and 32768) <> 0 then out:=- out;

end; { function Transf }

The data part of a day file is placed after the information part:

* word (n + 1) unti! word (n + (8640 * number of channels in the day file»: data

The measured values of the used channels of one specific moment are placed behind
each other in the day file, after that the group of the next moment (ten seconds later)
is placed, etc. A data word can have a value from 0 until 4095. When the original
DRP file does not have the measured values of a specific moment of the day, the day
file is filled with code 5000 for that moment for every channel. Data processing
programs must have a routine which ignores the data if it is equal to 5000. So the
number of real measured values can be less than 8640 per channel, but the size of the
day file wiIl not be changed.

DRP files are transformed to day files with the program DrpRead. A fuIl diskette
from the DRP program contains 4.2 days of data. With DrpRead it is possible to view
through the data, to print low quality graphs of the data and to make day files.
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First, the user makes aselection from the channels on the DRP diskette, then the
program looks for an incomplete day file from the previous DRP diskette. If one
exists it adds the selected data of the new diskette to it. Then the new day files for
the next days are made. It ends by making an incomplete day file of the last data.
This file must be completed with the next diskette. For all the sample moments with
no data, it WTites code 5000 in the day file. After this transformation, the WS data is
easy to access and stripped of all the unused channels.

Some statistical information about the day files can be obtained with the program
DayStat. The print-outs of this program are kept for the logbook of the LOS link.
The information that is collected by the DayStat program is:
* number of data points. This should a]ways be 8640
* number of code 5000, indicating for how many sample moments there was no data
* list of the original channel numbers which are placed in the day file
* list of the offset and gain of each channel
* list of the number of times that the signa] has been 0 or 4095, which are the

extreme values
* list of the maximum and the minimum day values of every channel
* the correlation coefficient between the signal from the movable receiver and the

normal signa] from the flXed receiver.
From this information it is possible to get a first impression of the measurement
results and the system performance.

All the processing programs, described in the following sections, will use the day files
as their input. An overview of the processing programs is given in the next figure.

Screen

Offset
Files

DRP Day
Files Files DayAver

PlotDay

DayStat Logbook

Screen Prin ter Graphic
Files

Fig. 34 Overview of the processing programs
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5.3. Extended ranKe processinK

The signal from the fixed dish in the antenna tower is split into two equal signals
which are separately amplified with a gain difference of 40 dB, and led to two phase
locked loop receivers. (See section 2.5). These two signals are separately recorded on
two channels of the data registration system, besides the third signal from the
movable receiver. The two signals are calibrated according to the next figure. The
recorded word values refer to the values as they are recorded on the computer
diskettes.
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-BO
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Fig. 35 Signal calibration of fixed receiver

The best switching-point for the data-processing is -45 dBm, because the lo-second
average of the normal signal will get more errors caused by minimal level readings,
between -45 and -50 dBm. And the lO-second-average of the extended range signal
will get more errors caused by maximum level readings, between -40 and -45 dBm. So
-45 dBm seems to be the best compromise between the two errors.

The normal signal level is taken as the decision signa!: if it is better than -45 dBm, it
is taken as the fixed receiver signal, if it is worse than -45 dBm, the extended range

.signal is taken as the fixed receiver signal (regardless of the level of the extended
range signai). So, after this processing step, there is only one fixed receiver signa!.
The free space level is calibrated to -10 dBm, which means that the receiver has a
linear range of 80 dB.
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5.4. Absolute level determinatioD

Ta be able to compare the signals (for instance for the switched diversity principle) it
is necessary to know the normalize levels of the two signals. This is necessary,
because the two receivers in the diversity receiver do not have the same gain. For a
calibration, all the gains of all the parts of the receivers must be known. For the IF
parts of the system, this is possible with a signa! synthesizer. But for the RF parts, the
necessary equipment was not available. Sa, the normalize levels must be calculated
from the signals, assuming the signals have the same statistical characteristics.

There is na standard procedure to find those levels. Assuming that the two signals
have very similar statistical characteristics, it could be possible to take the
day-averages of tbe twO signals as the normalize levels. An advantage of taking the
day-average is that scale calibrations (performed regularly) are automatically
'averaged-out' of the signals. Unfortunately the day-average is influenced by rain
events, which makes the average lower on days with events. That is why this average
cannot be used.

Better result is obtained with tbe average value of those points which lie above a
certain level. Rain attenuation and multi-path fades have no influence on that
average. With a computer program, tbe user can choose the separation level between
the values which can 'participate' in tbe average calculation and the values which
cannot. Criterium for tbe separation level must be that the points with strong
attenuation are separated from the points with almast no attenuation. This is done in
a screen XY-plot with the Pascal program DayAver.

DayAver calculates the normalize levels of a day file and places them in a year file
which is named YY.OFF, where YY is the year. Such a year file contains 31 times 12
pairs of normalize levels of the two channels. Tbe unused days (e.g. 31 February)
keep the initial value ooסס1 (= $2710). Tbis makes the program part to find same
specific 0 dB point easier:

assignCYrFfl,YearStr)i
resetCYrFf Di
seek(YrFfl,2 * CDayNr + CMonthNr - 1) * 31) - 2);
readCYrFH,Chk)i
OffFixed:-Chki
readCYrFH,Chk)i
OffMov:=Chki
close(YrFi Di
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The next figure gives an impression of the normal-average and the so-called 'level-
. - average' over one month of measurements (from 12-1V91 until 10-12-'91). Both

groups of points show the difference between the average of the fixed and the
average of the movable receiver signals minus the difference of the first day (so the
value for the first day is zero).
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Fig. 36 Tbe difTerence change over oDe month

The figure shows that the level-average difference is more stabIe (6 dB band for
normal-average difference, versus 3 dB for level-average difference). For rain season
rneasurernents the difference becornes larger, which can be seen at the last days of
the graph, during which the rain season started.

The level-average procedure is not cornplicated and gives nice results, but it is
influenced by the subjective choice of the separation level by the user. Therefore it is
recornmended that other algorithms are investigated, such as mean calculations.

5.5. Switched diversity

The muJti-path fading of the LOS signals is big. When looking at one signal, it is
impossible to distinguish multi-path attenuation from rain attenuation. In section 3.11
it is explained that with a space diversity system it is possible to overcome deep roulti·
path fades. This ean be done by using a vertical antenna spacing, which causes a
negative correlation of the two signais. When one signal is low because of multi-path
fading, it is very likely that the other signal is high. Using an algorithm during signal
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processing which always takes the highest signal, wiII make the deep muIti-path fading
disappear into a band of 8 dB (this band can be found by taking always the highest
signal in Fig. 32).

Rain attenuation will be almost the same for the two received signaIs. The different
ray paths are very close to each other. This gives rain attenuation fading a positive
correlation. When one signal is low because of rain attenuation, it is very likely that
the other one is also low. That is why rain attenuation is not removed by switched
diversity, which makes switched diversity a good principle to separate the two at
tenuation effects from each other.

In this report it is assumed that the multi-path fading phenomenon is not influenced
by rain. This is only true when the direct and indirect rays are attenuated the same
amount. (This seems a fair assumption).

Having the normalize levels of the two signals (see section 5.4), it is very straight
forward to implement the switched diversity algorithm. First, the two signals are
corrected with their normalize levels. After that, every measurement pair is compared
and the highest of the two is taken to draw the switched diversity signa!. This is done
with the program PlotDay, which is described below.

5.6. GraphicaJ data presentation

Graphical presentation of data is done with the program PlotDay. Via a menu in this
program, the user can make a choice of 5 different graphs:

* the corrected graph of the movable receiver
* the corrected graph of the fixed receiver
* the switched diversity graph of the two channels
* the XY-graph of the two channels
* the histogram of a channel

After selection, the graph (corrected with the normalize level from the offset year
file) is presented on the screen using the Plot2D unit which is described in appendix
A. The user is asked if a HPGL file must be made of this graph. HPGL (Hewlett
Packard Graphic Language) is a drawing language which is used to direct plotters.
Appendix B gives an explanation of this language. The HPGL format is also used in
word processors to insert figures into the text. If the user chooses to make a HPGL
file, this file is written to disk and can be used in other programs which can read the
HPGL standard. All the LOS graphs in this report are made with PlotDay.
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6. MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS

6.1. HeïKht Kaïn oattern measurements

Before tbe fixed receiver could he installed, it was first necessary to measure tbe LOS
signal with the movable receiver, to see if it was necessary to install the dish of the
fixed receiver at a special height. A height gain pattern (the received signal strength
as a function of the height of the receiving antenna) gives this information.

Tbe movable receiver is placed on a movable support in the antenna tower, which
can be moved with a winch. The data registration program for the LOS system has
been changed, to make it possible to measure height gain patterns in the so-called
'event-mode', which means that every second one value is recorded on disk. This
option can be turned on and off with a function key on the computer keyboard.

A small box with a push button on the roof, connected to the rain cbannel of tbe
recording equipment, makes it possible to record extra information on tbe disk during
tbe measurement. An indicator on the steel cable enables tbe reading of tbe height
change of the support, without the need to climb in the antenna tower. (Tbe old
height indication system with small magnets on the support rail does not function any

more).

With tbis set up, one person alone can do a height gain pattern measurement. Tbe
following list describes such a beight gain pattern measurement:
1. Shift the support to tbe starting beigbt
2. Start the DRP program in the event-mode
3. Press the button

4. Wait more than 10 seconds
5. Press the button
6. Shift the support to the new height
7. Repeat 3, 4, 5 and 6 until the end position has been reached
8. Stop the DRP program and process the data

A special data processing program is written that averages the data from these height
gain pattern measurements. It scans the diskette looking for rain pulses, indicating the
moments where the button was pressed. It deletes the data obtained during the
shifting of the support and it takes from the data between two button pulses only the
first 10 values and calculates the average. So every resulting average is calculated
from the same number of measurement values. Tbe averaging time (10 seconds)
proved to be the best interval for these measurernents. Tbe height gain pattern must
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stay stabie during the measurement and with longer averaging intervals this was no
longer true.

On 31 July 1991, five heigbt gain patterns were measured. Fig. 38 sbows the resulting
grapbs together witb the predicted water level for that day. It can be seen that the
height gain patterns are not only shifted by the water level change. From this it can
be concluded that the k-factor changes also a lot during a day. Tbe influence of the k
factor on a height gain pattern is shown in the next theoretical figure. Here the water
level is kept stabie at MSL.
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Fig. 37 The innuence of the k·factor on the height gain pattern

Tbe total influence of the k-factor and tbe water level change on the height gain
pattern is so big that there is no ideal height for the dish of the fixed receiver. On
every height tbe signal will reach maxima and minima many times during a day.

6.2. The k·factor (rom the weather balloon measurements

Tbe k-factor can be determined with the knowledge of three meteorological
quantities as a function of the height. The atmospheric pressure, the water vapour
pressure and the absolute temperature.

At luanda Airport (the airport of Surabaya), these three quantities are measured
every morning (6.00 WIB = 23.00 GMT) with a weather balloon. During such a
measurement, tbe balloon reaches a height of more than twenty kilometers.
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. The measurement values are only recorded when the balloon passes certain isobars.
The only three record levels which are of interest for the LOS connection are the
values at:
* the ground surface : this is 2 m above MSL
* the 1000 mbar isobar : this is around 100 m above MSL
* the 850 mbar isobar : this is around 1500 m above MSL

Every day, before the release of the balloon, its rising speed is determined. With this
information and the elapsed time since the release, it is possible to determine the
heights of the isobars.

The following balloon measurement values are used for the calculation of the k
factor:

* p s

* ts

* t1000

* t850

* RHs

* RH1000

* RHs.so

* /z1000

* hs.so

= the air pressure at the ground surface (mb)

= the temperature at the ground surface eC)

= the temperature at the 1000 mbar isobar eC)

= the temperature at the 850 mbar isobar eC)

= the relative humidity at the ground level (%)

= the relative humidity at the 1000 mbar isobar (%)

= the relative humidity at the 850 mbar isobar (%)

= the height of the 1000 mbar isobar (m)

= the height of the 850 mbar isobar (m)

The relative humidity can be written as:

SRH = 100 -
So

where:

s = the existing water vapour pressure (grams of water per kilogram of air)

50 = the saturation water vapour pressure at the same temperature (grams of

water per kilogram of air)

The values of s and So can be approximated with:

(5S)
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s = 622 .!!
P

(56)

For the k-factor calculation dN/dh can be changed to ~N:

156.78k = ---
156.78 + ~N

where:

~N = the gradient of N (per km)

Now three different values for ~N can he calculated:

N-N
I1N

s
_

1OCXJ
= s lOCXJ. 1000

hs - h 10CXJ

N - N.
I1N

1OCXJ
-
850

= lOCXJ 850. 1000
hum - h850

where:

Ns = the refractivity at the earth surface

N lOOO = the refractivity at the 1000 mbar isobar

N850 = the refractivity at the 850 mbar isobar

This means that it is also possible to calculate three different k-factors:

* ks - 1OCXJ : the k-factor from the ground surface to the 1000 mbar isobar

* ks - 850 : the k-factor from the ground surface to the 850 mbar isobar

• klOCXJ-8S0 : the k-factor from the 1000 mbar isobar to the 850 mbar isobar

(57)

(58)

The balloon measurement results of June and July 1991, made availabie by the
weather station at Juanda Airport, are processed. Fig. 39 to Fig. 44 show the resulting
graphs. The date refers to local time (6.00 WIB) and not GMT time (23.00 GMT).
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In Fig. 39 the result of 1 June 1991 is not plotted. The k-factor from the ground
surface until the 1000 mbar isobar was 23. This is caused by a jump in the humidity
from 98% to 92% between the two levels. This result is very rare. The highest
k-factor for those levels found between 1973-1977 was 3.0. Ground mist rnight have
been the cause, although the registration sheet indicates clear weather conditions.

These kind of calculations were also made in the EUT-ITS cooperation project of
1976-1980 [9]. There, the balloon data from 1973-1977 was processed. Fig. 14 is one
of the resulting graphs of that research. It was reprinted to show how the median

value of the k-factor was obtained. The graph was made from the ks - sso values.

Now it is possible to make the same kind of graph for the two months June and July
1991. This is presented in the next figure. The x-axis is kept the same, to make a good
comparison possible.
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Fig. 45 k-Factor distribution in the region of Surabaya for tbe period June-July 1991.
Altitude 0 - ± 1500 m

The calculation of the median k-factor for the two month period, gave 1.57 as a
result, which is close to the value from the data between 1973-1977, which was 1.54.
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6.3. Attenuation versus time presentation of the measurement results

During the 'dry-period' in Indonesia, it was possible to study the multipath effect of
the LOS link without the influence of rain. Measurements were performed with an
antenna spacing of 1.6 meters, which gives theoretically the most negative correlation
and with an antenna spacing of 2.8 meters, which gives theoretically the most positive
correlation with an uniform k-factor distribution.

Fig. 46 and Fig. 47 show the measurement results of 17 November 1991, which was a
'clear-sky' day. Fig. 46 shows the signal measured with the movable receiver and
Fig. 47 shows the signal measured with the fixed receiver.
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Fig. 46 Measurement results of the movable receiver of 17 November 1991
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Fig. 47 Measurement resuJts of tbe tixed receiver of 17 November 1991

As predicted, the signals change continuously during the day in a range of 25 dB. The
switched diversity graph of this day is presented in Fig. 48.
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Fig. 48 Switched diversity graph of the measurement results of 17 November 1991

From this graph it is clear to see that multipath fading, sometimes bigger than 30 dB
disappears into the earlier explained band of 8 dB. Fig. 49 shows the predicted water
level of that day.
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Fig. 49 The predicted water height for 17 November 1991, station 34 as a function of
time

With this graph it can be seen that the small day variation in the switched diversity
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signal coincides with the predicted water level. The switched diversity graph and the

predicted water level graph of 25 November 1991 (Fig. 50 and Fig. 51) show that this

correlation is also present when the water level pattern is different.
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Fig. 50 Switched diversity graph of the measurement results of 25 November 1991
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Fig. 51 The predicted water height for 25 November 1991, station 34 as a function of
time
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The simulations with water level change in the theoretical model have also shown
that this correlation is present.

Fig. 50 and Fig. 51 also show that the signal becomes less stabie when the water level
is very low. This could be caused by the fact that the first Fresnel zone is not
completelyon the water surface when the water level is low, as explained in section
3.5.
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Fig. 52 Measurement results of 5 December 1991 of the movable receiver
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Fig. 53 Measurement results of 5 December 1991 of the fixed receiver

In December the 'wet-period' started in the Surabaya region. In that period, also rain
attenllation influences the received signais. But contrary to multipath attenuation, this
effect is nearly the same for both antennas, which means positively correlated. These
events are therefore almost not inflllenced by the switched diversity principle. Fig. 52
and Fig. 53 show the measurement results of 5 December 1991.
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Both multipath and rain attenuation are present in these graphs, but almost not
distingu.ishable. The switched diversity graph is given in Fig. 54.
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Fig. 54 Switched diversity graph of the measurement results of 5 December 1991
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Fig. 55 Rain intensity graph of the lTS campus on 5 December 1991
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Together with the rain intensity graphs (Fig. 55 and Fig. 56) it can be seen that in the
switched diversity signal the influenee of multipath fading is decreased, with almost
no change in the effect of rain attenuation.

Fig. 57 shows the switched diversity graph of the measurement results of 28 January
1991.
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Fig. 57 Switched diversity graph of the measurement results of 28 January 1991

This grapb shows an event of almost 80 dB attenuation. It must be noted that the
movable receiver has a dynamic range of around 40 dB and was out of loek during
this event. Therefore, only the signal from the fixed receiver could be taken to
construct that part of the graph, which means that a part of the attenuation could be
caused by the multipath effect.

Because of tbe long path length, it is very weIl possible that a rain attenuation event
is reeorded, without any rain registration on the sites. Or attenuation events occurred
before or after the rain registration. From this it can be conc1uded tbat rain study
through single event analysis is not possible. For that, the rain meters are to far
separated from each other. However, this effect is 'averaged-out' in the cumulative
registrations over longer periods. That is why most of the path characteristics should
be obtained from analysis of the cumulative data. Cumulative graphs can be
construeted from the bistograms of the signais, sueb as the graph presented in Fig. 58.

This graph shows how one measurement day of data is distributed over the 4096
possible measurement values. Further study should be focussed on cumulative
processing of the data.
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Fig. 58 Histogram of the measurement resuIts

6.4. XV-plot presentation of the measurement results

The graphs of the measurement data are functions of the time. The theoretical graphs
as calculated in section 4 are functions of the k-factor. And because there is no
knowledge of the k-factor as a function of the time, it is not possible to compare the
two kinds of graphs easily. Tbe comparison is possible if the data of the two signals
from the receiving antennas and the theoretically calculated signals are put in
XY-plots or so-called 'scatter plots' (the measured ones with the time as a parameter,
the theoretical ones with the k-factor as a parameter). One dot in this plot represents
a measured pair. Tbe X-coordinate represents the level recorded with the fixed
receiver. Tbe Y-coordinate that of the movable receiver. Fig. 59 shows the theoretical
XY-plot with an antenna spacing of 1.6 meters. The k-factor is varied from 0.54 to
2.54 and the water level is kept stabJe at MSL. Tbe resulting correlation coefficient
is -0.58 as described in section 4.4. Fig. 60 shows the theoretical XY-plot when the
water level is moved from MSL - 1.4 meters to MSL + 1.4 meters in ten steps. Tbe
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resulting correlation coefficient is -0.55. The XV-plot of the measurement data of
20 September 1991 is given in Fig. 61. The resulting correlation coefficient is -0.65.

The same three graphs, but then with an antenna spacing of 2.8 meters (positive
correlation) are given in Fig. 62, Fig. 63 and Fig. 64. The measured data is recorded
on 26 September 1991. The theoretical correlation coefficient is 0.53 for both fIXed
and changing water level. The correlation coefficient of the measured data is 0.55.

It can be concluded that a XY-plot (both theoretical and measured) of a space
diversity system is not a straight Hne with positive slope when there is positive
correlation and negative slope when there is negative correlation, as suggested in [13].
The patterns are more complex.

Some disturbances need extra attention. They make the signals more instabIe and
sometimes a lot higher than the normal maxima. This is shown in the upper right
corner of Fig. 65 and is probably caused by super refraction against upper air layers.
They tend to occur between 13.00-18.00 hrs. local time in the dry period. Interesting
is that rain events during the wet period also tend to occur in that period. Possibly
there is arelation. Further investigation, together with better meteorological data
from the two sites, could bring better understanding of this phenomenon.
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Fig. 59 Theoretical XV-plot Antenna spacing 1.6 m. k-Factor. from 0.54 to 2.54. Water
level constant at MSL. Correlation coefficient is -0.58
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Fig. 60 Theoretical XV-plot. Antenna spacing 1.6 m. k-Factor from 0.54 to 2.54. Water
level from MSL - 1.4 m to MSL + 1.4 m. Correlation coefficient is -0.55
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Fig. 61 Signals measured at 20-9-1991. Antenna spacing 1.6 m. Correlation coefficient
is -0.65
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Fig. 62 Theoretica) XV-plot. Antenna spacing 2.8 m. k-Factor trom 0.54 to 2.54. Water
level constant at MSL Correlation coemcient is 0.53
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.Fig. 63 TheoreticaI XV-plot. Antenna spacing 2.8 m. k-Factor from 0.54 to 2.54. Water
level from MSL - 1.4 m to MSL + 1.4 m. Correlation coemcient is 0.53
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Fig. 64 Signals measured at 26-9·1991. Antenna spacing 2.8 m. Correlation coefficient
is 0.55
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Fig. 65 Signals measured at 24-9·1991. Antenna spacing 1.6 m. This figure shows the
described disturbances. Correlation coefficient is -0.46
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. Conclusions

* There is no ideal antenna height for the receiving system, because of the water
level change in the Straits of Madura and the k-factor change on the path from
Gunung Sandangan to the lTS complex.

* The k-factor change has such a big influence on the height gain pattern at the
receiver side, that there is no dear relation between the change of the height gain
pattern and the predicted water height.

* The k-factor change is so big that it is not possible to do signal processing with the
calculated k-factor from the meteorological data obtained with the daily weather
balloon releases.

* Because of the averaging of measured decibel values in the data acquisition
program, it is not possible to transform the recorded data to linear power or linear
field values. Therefore all the comparison with theoretical models must be done on
the decibel scale.

* The presentation of the measurement data in XY-plots makes a good comparison
with theoretical data possible.

* The XY-plots of space diversity signals are not straight lines with positive or
negative slope for positive or negative correlation of the signaIs. The patterns are
more complex, also theoretically.

* With correlation coefficient calculations, it is possible to determine the ideal
vertical antenna separation for diversity receivers.

* Determination of the normalize levels of the received signals is possible by taking
the average of those points which He above a user-specified level, the so-called
'level-average'. This level-average of the signals is, over a long period, more stabIe
than the normal average.

* Switched diversity is a very useful method, which can be used for rain attenuation
study on signaIs, also having large multi-path attenuation.
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7.2. Recommendations

* The cause for the signal disturbances, often occurring between 13.00 and 18.00 hrs.
Iocal time, must be uuther investigated. Also the fact that rain events tend to occur
more often in that period, deserves more attention.

* Other possibilities to calculate normalize levels of the measured signais, such as
mean calculations, should be investigated.

* Further study of the measured data should be focussed on cumulative processing.
Event analysis is very difficult because the rain meters are to far separated from
each other to get a good recording of the rain on the path.

* When a power down occurs at the lTS complex during the writing of a data file, it
is possible to loose data up to five days. Because of the frequent power downs it is
recommended to connect the LOS system to the UPS-system (uninterruptible
power supply) and the generator at the lTS campus.

* Data disk write errors are a second cause for loss of data. Madura rain data for
the whole month of January 1992 is lost because of this. A low capacity, low cost
hard disk, together with a software change of the registration programs, could
prevent this kind of data loss.

* Heavy thunderstorms are very frequent on the lTS complex in the rain season.
Possibilities for protection of the LOS system against lightning should therefore be
investigated.

* Because of the slant path of the LOS connection it is possible to calculate the
k-factor from meteorological data obtained at the two antenna sites. This data can
be processed in the same way as the data from the balloon measurements. With
the knowledge of a k-factor on the path, it will be possible to predict signal levels
and compare them with measured ones.
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APPENDIX A. GRAPHICAL DATA PRESENTATION IN TURBO PASCAL

This appendix describes two units, written in TurboPascal (version 6.0), which offer
the possibility to graphically display data and create HPGL files for direct import in
word processors like WordPerfect.

One unit (Plot2D) offers two-dimensionallinear and logarithmic display of integer
and real arrays with many options (e.g. auto sealing). The other unit (Plot3D) offers
the possibility to display semi-three-dimensional graphs of real arrays. Here it is
optional to create the figure in the hidden mode, removing those line parts which
should not be 'visible'.

The units are written with many comment lines. Users who want to add some special
features of their own are given the opportunity to do so. This makes these units very
powerful and in many ways better than the professional 'black-box' graphical
programs.

INTRODUCfION

Pascal is a powerful programming language in which it is possible to write weIl
structured and complex data processing and theoretical modelling programs. It will
often occur that Pascal is chosen (wisely or not) instead of specific data processing
programs (e.g. Assist) or theoretical modelling programs (e.g. MatLab). The chance
that a new-comer in the 'processing and modelling world' has already knowledge of
Pascal is many times bigger than for the specialized programs; this can make work-in
time much shorter. Another advantage of Pascal is that the user is not limited to the
use of 'black-box' routines, which always seem unable to do 'that litde thing extra'
that the user wants. A big disadvantage of Pascal is that the user has to start at zero.
Specialized programs offer a lot of standard routines and it will take a lot of Pascal
programrning to reach the point where the Pascal application becomes better than its
specialized competitors. However, many publications and Pascal libraries with general
functions and procedures can help the programmer to shorten this process.

One of the fields where Pascal is most of the time far behind its specialized
colleagues is the graphical data presentation. Unfortunately, Pascal programmers stay
often at a low level when they write graphical routines, which makes the use of those
routines often 'one-time-only' or 'one-computer-(screen)-type-only'.

This appendix describes two Pascal units for graphical data presentation (one for two
dimensional and one for semi-three-dimensional) which are kept as general as
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possible. The graphical output can be send both to screen and to HPGL file (Hewlett
P~ckard Graphic Language) for direct import in Word processors, like WordPerfect
5.0 or later.

The reader is expected to have a good knowledge of (Turbo)Pascal. This software is
not guaranteed to work always, that's why it is not recommended to use it as 'black
box' software. The cornment lines in the program souree file give the user the
opportunity to understand the units and build in 'that little thing extra' that he or she
always seems to want.

GRAPHICAL DATA PRESENTATION

Graphical programs and ASCII files

The easiest way to get high quality graphs is to write the values in columns to an
ASCII file and import that file in a graphical program (e.g. Harvard Graphics). The
production of an ASCII file in Pascal can be done like this:

var
File:text:

assign(File,'MyFile.ASC'>:
rewrite(File>:

for Intgr: a 1 to MyMaxNum do
writeln(File,X[lntgr]:10,Y[lntgr]:10>: <write in columns of 10)

close(Fi le>:

This is an elegant way, which should be taken as much as possible (programmers
spend a lot of time to get an often poorer result in Pascal).

But unfortunately, the 'black-box' programs like Harvard Graphics have their
restrictions. For instanee, the maximum number of data points in Harvard Graphics is
240, which could be too small and force the programmer to solve the problems in
Pascal.

Two dimensional graphs in Pascal

At one moment in a program, a programmer bas an array with data, whicb must be
presented graphically. Sometimes it is only an array with values for the Y-axis of a'
graph, but normally there will be two arrays witb X and Yinformation. (When there
is only a Y-axis array, it is easy to make an extra array with tbe X-axis information).
The Plot2D unit bas procedures whicb can grapbically present data from these arrays,
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provided the arrays start at point 1 (array[l..MyMaxNum] of realjinteger). Plot2D ean
be used by other programs by inserting the next Hne:

uses Plot2D;

A graph has many settings, for instanee minimum Y-scale value, maximum Y-scale
value, scale Hnes, axis text etc. All these settings can be specified in one record
variabIe of the 'PlotType' type. This type is defined in the unit PloaD and a variabIe
of that type can be defined in the users program like this: (A list of all the variables
in this record with explanation is given at the end of this appendix).

var MySettings :PlotType;

To set all the variables in this record is an awkward job, many variables have to be
set while many of them will have the same value for different graphs. That's why a
procedure has been written for Plot2D which initializes a PlotType record with the
most likely values for all the settings, called Init2D. It calculates the maximum and
the minimum values of the X and Y functions, scale values for autofit and a good
stepsize for the scales.

The size of the arrays and the type (realor integer) can be different for different ealls
to the Plot2D unit, that's why that information must be specified when calling the
routines. A eaU to lniaD must be done like this:

Init2D(Type,MyMaxNum,ArrayX,ArrayY,MySettings);

where:
Type = integer: 0 for integer arrays,l for real arrays.
MyMaxNum = integer number of points in the arrays, maximum is 10000 (= MaxN).
ArrayX,ArrayY = the names of the arrays containing the X and Y information.

(Can be both realor both integer).
MySettings = name of the variabie of PlotType for settings.

After this routine caU, the PlotType record contains default values which ean be read
and changed for own use. If needed, this can be done with a program block like this:

with MySettings do
begin

ScLYMin:=5;
setYMax: =25;
LogX:=true;
ScLYTxt:='Sold Rice (tons)';

end;-
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Now it is possible to draw the graph on the screen. This can be done with only one
instruction:

Screen20(Type,MyMaxNum,ArrayX,ArrayY,MySettingS)i

The values between brackets are the same as for the lnit2D routine eaU. Changing
the PlotType record and calling the Screen2D routine again in the same program is
possible. Turning back to textscreen can be done with the standard Graph instruction:

CloseGraphi

When the result is satisfactory, it is possible to make a HPGL file for direct import in
word processors, like WordPerfect 5.0 or higher. (A special appendix is written about
making HPGL files). This is also possible with only one instruction:

HPGL2D(Type,MyMaxNum,ArrayX,ArrayY,MySettings,FileName)i

where: FileName = path and filename for HPGL file

The graph on the screen and the result in HPGL are not exactly the same. Some
experimenting with settings will be neeessary before obtaining the wanted result.
When extra items must be added to the drawing, it is possible to re-open the HPGL
file for appending (described in the HPGL appendix).

On IBM graphics printers and compatibles it is also possible to get a quiek, low
quality print out of the graphic screen with the routine eaU:

HardCopy;

When the result is still not satisfactory, the user ean enter into the Plot2D unit and
change it. It is highly reeommended to do this with a copy of the original Plot2D.
SmaU changes ean have (besides the wanted effect) many unwanted effects whieh can
make the user decide to go back to the original and then it is always reassuring to
know that the original still exists!

Of course, this paragraph cannot end without an example. The next program created
the figure on the next page:
program Plot2D_Example;
( Program to test the Plot2D unit)
uses Graph,Crt,Plot20i

var
JanX,JanY
Intgr
Settings

:Array[1 •• S0Ql of real;
: integer;
:PlotTypei
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EmptySereen:=falsei

LeftLine:=falsei
BottomLine:=false;
SclXText:="i
SclXMBrlc:=false;

SubTitle:=" ;
TopLine:=false;
SelYLeft :=false;
SelYMBrk:=falsei

GoToGraph:=false;

begin
ClrScr;
for Intgr:=1 to 500 do

begin
JanX[Intgrl:=lntgr;
JanY[lntgrl:=lntgr/ 100· sin(Pi • Intgr / 50>;

end;
Init2D(1,SOO,JanX,JanY,Settings);
with settings do

begin
ZeroYLine:strue;

end;
Sereen2D(1,SOO,JanX,JanY,Settings>;
HPGL2D(1,SOO,JBnX,JanY,Settings,'\jan\graph.plt');
for Intgr:=1 to 500 do JanY[lntgrl:=-JanY[lntgrl;
with Settings do

begin
LineType:=1 ;

end;
Sereen2D(1,500,JanX,JanY,Settings)i
wi th Sett i ngs do

begin
Title:=" ;
RightLine:=false;
SelXBottom:=falsei
SelYText:="i
DelOldHPGL:=falsei

end;
HPGL2D(1,SOO,JanX,JanY,Settings,'\jan\graph.plt')i
ReadLni
Cl oseGraph i

end.
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Fig. A.l Example of the Plot2D unit
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Semi-three-dimensional graphs in Pascal

Explanation of 'semi-three-dimensional' is the easiest with an example figure (See
Fig. A.2). It is clear that the figure is not three-dimensionaL The X-Y-Z coordinate
space is somewhat deformed. That's why the term 'semi-three-dimensional' is used.

X-Ax is

Fig. A.2 Example figure made wUh Plot3D.Pas

The used formulas are:

25

SeX = k (X - 1) + A--=--_. Cos (Ang) . (Y - 1)
XYratio

SeY = A • sin (Ang) .(y - 1) + C ·(Z - Zmin)
XYratio

where:

SeX = Screen X-coordinate

SeY = Screen Y-coordinate
A = Constants, calculated with settings of user

XY = Ratio of size of X-Axis and Y-Axis
ratio

Ang = Angle between X- and Y-Axis (degrees)

Znun = Minimum Z-value of the array

XYratio and Ang can be given by the user. Some combinations however, are
theoretically not possible and will give an error.
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For the rest, the use of Plot3D is not really different from the Plot2D unit. The
record variabIe type for the settings is called Plot3DType. A list of all the variables in
tbis record, with explanation, is given at the end of this appendix. The use can be
explained the best by giving the program with which the above figure was created.
program Plot3D_Example;
<SM 65000,D,655360}
uses Graph,Crt,Plot3D;
var Arr:PlotArr3D; Settings:Plot3DType; Intgr1,lntgr2:integer;
begin

for Intgr2:=1 to 25 do
for Intgr1:=1 to 25 do

Arr[lntgr1,lntgr2l:=sqrClntgr1 - 13) + sqrCIntgr2 - 13);
Init3D(25,25,Arr,Settings);
with settings do begin

Title:="; SubTitle:="; SclXDig:=2;
SclXOffs:=-1; SclXStep:=4; end;

Screen3D(25,25,Arr,Settings);
HPGl3D(25,25,Arr,Settings,'\jan\graph.plt');
Readln;
CloseGraph;

end.

The array type which must be used is: array[1..25,1..2S] of real. The number of points
however must be specified in the routine calls, which means that numbers 10wer than
25 are also possible (it is not necessary that the number of X-points is the same as
the number of Y-points).

It is possible to draw the graph in the hidden Hne mode. This appendix is not meant
to explain the hidden Hne algorithm in full detail. Although it is written without any
references, it is probably not new. For the interested reader: Every time, the not yet
connected points which are the dosest to the 'viewer' are connected with lines, and
than further on until the last Hne is drawn.

The lines are drawn pixel by pixel. For every pixel it is checked if it lies in the so
called 'forbidden-zone' (in which case it is not displayed) or not (in which case it is
displayed). When a pixel is displayed it enlarges the 'forbidden-zone'. A disadvantage
of the algorithm is that the bookkeeping of the forbidden zone takes a lot of memory
space. It can happen that the compiling of a program with the Plot3D unit is not
successful because of memory shortage. If this happens, the forbidden zone can be
made smaller with the constant value MaxN in the begin of the unit. The maximum
value for HX, the maximum X-coordinate of the HPGL file, cannot be made bigger
than MaxN. Sa some 10ss of resolution can be the result.

The fact that the graph is semi-three-dimensional and not three-dimensional helps to
make the algorithm less complex than algarithms far real three-dimensional drawings
(as implemented, for instance in AutoCad). This can be illustrated with the time
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needed to 'set-up' a hidden graph, which is on an AT-computer with co-processor not
.substantially IQnger than for the normal graph. (14.7 s for not hidden, 15.6 s for
hidden, hand clocked). Autocad users know that this cannot be said for AutoCad's
HIDE option.

For the HPGL procedure the algorithm is slightly changed, because pixel draw is not
possible in HPGL. The explanation of this and other 'tricks' is far beyond the scope
of this appendix. Interested readers will have to get that infannation from reading the
program file which is available on diskette.
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LIST OF THE SETflNG VARIABLES IN THE PLOTIYPE RECORD

name: Title (string)
default: " (empty string)
deseription: this text string will be placed above

the graphs

names: Titlewidth, TitleHeight (real)
default: 3 and 5
description: width and height of the HPGL title

characters

name: SubTitle (string)
default: " (empty string)
description: this text string will be placed under

the title

names: SubWidth, SubHeight (real)
defaul t: 2 and 3
description: width and height of HPGL subtitle

characters

names: SereenX1, ScreenX2 (integer)
default: 0 and GetMaXX (maximum X-coordinate of used

screen)
description: left and right X'coordinate of screen

graph

names: ScreenY1, SereenY2 (integer)
default: 0 and GetMaxY (maximum Y-coordinate of used

screen)
description: upper and lower Y·coordinate of screen

graph

names: DrX1, DrX2 (integer, read only, determined by
Screen2D)

description: left and right X-coordinate of screen
graph without text

names: DrY1, DrY2 (integer, read only, determined by
Screen2D)

deseription: upper and lower Y-coordinate of screen
graph without text

names: FunXMax, FunXMin (real, read only, determined
by Init2D)

descriptlon: maximum and minimum of the X-function

name: SclXBottom (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place X-seale at bottom of graph

names: SelXMin (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunXMin
description: the minimum value of the X-scale

name: SclXMax (real)
default: caleulated by Init2D from FunXMax
deseription: the maximum value of the X-scale

name: SelXStep (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunxMin and

FunXMax
descriptlon: size of steps between the numbers on

the X-scale

name: SelXDig (integer)
default: best estimate made by Init2D
descrlption: number of digits behind point of

X-seale nunbers

name: SclXOffs (real)
default: 0
description: value added to all X-scale numbers

(graph doesn't change)

name: SclXMult (real)
default: 1
description: value multiplied with all X-seale

numbers (graph doesn't change)

name: SclXText (string)
default: 'X-axis'
description: Text for X-scale

name: SclXSize (real)
default: 3
description: size of X'scale numbers in the HPGL

file

name: TxtXSlze (real)
default: 4
description: size of X-scale text in the HPGL file

name: SclXMark (boolean)
default: true
description: true =plaee markers on the X-scale

name: LogXMark (boolean)
default: true
description: true =plaee markers on log plaees

name: SclXLines (boolean)
default: false
description: true =put X-seale lines

name: SclXDot (boolean)
default: false
description: true =make X-scale lines dotted

false = make X'scale l ines continuous

name: LogXLines (boolean)
default: false
description: true =places lines on log plaees

name: LogXDot (boolean)
default: false
description: true = log X-seale lines dotted

false = log X·scale lines continuous
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name: ZeroXLine (boolean)
default: false

.description: VV@ = put l ine at X = 0 l ine

name: ZeroXDot (boolean)
default: false
descrlption: true =make zero X-line dotted

false =make zero X·line continuous

names: FunYMax, FunYMin (real, reed only, determined
by Init2D)

description: maximum and minimum of the V·function

name: SclYLeft (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place Y·scale at graph

name: SclVMin (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunYMin
descriptlon: the minimum value of the Y-scale

name: SclVMax (real)
default: calculated by Inlt2D from FunYMax
description: the maximum value of the Y·scale

name: SclVStep (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunYMin and

FunYMax
description: size of steps between the numbers on

the Y·scale

name: SclVDig (integer)
default: best estimate made by lnit2D
description: number of digits behind point of

V-scale nUllbers

name: SclYOffs (real)
default: 0
descrlptlon: value added to all V'scale numbers

(graph doesn't change)

name: SclVMult (real)
default: 1
descriptlon: value multiplied with all V·scale

numbers (graph doesn't change)

name: SclVText (string)
default: 'Y-axis'
description: text for V-scale

name: SclVSize (real)
default: 3
description: size of Y-scale numbers in the HPGL

file

name: SclVVert (boolean)
default: false
description: true =V·scale text vertical

false =V-scale text horiz. on top

name: TxtVSize (real)
default: 4
description: size of Y-scale text in the HPGL file

name: SclVMark (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place markers on the Y·scale

name: LogYMark (boolean)
defaul t: true
description: true =place markers on the log places

name: SclYlines (boolean)
defaul t: false
description: true =put V·scale lines

name: SclYOot (boolean)
default: false
description: true =make Y-scale lines dotted

false =make V·scale llnes continuous

name: LogYlines (boolean)
defaul t: fal se
description: true =places lines on log places

name: LogYOot (boolean)
defaul t: false
description: true =log V·scale lines dotted

false = log Y·scale lines continuous

name: ZeroYLine (boolean)
defaul t: false
description: true =put line at Y =0 line

name: ZeroYDot (boolean)
default: false
description: true =make zero Y-line dotted

false =make zero Y-line continuous

name: leftLine (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place left graph line

name: RightLine (boolean)
default: true
description: true = place right graph llne

name: Topline (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place top graph line

name: Bottomline (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place bottom graph line

name: lineDraw (boolean)
defaul t: true
description: true =connect points with line

name: PointDraw (boolean)
defaul t: false
description: true =place markers on data points
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name: PointType (integer)
default: 0 (= Pixel)
description: in PointDraw there are different point

types: 0 =pixel, 1 = circle, more can
beadded

name: PointSize (real)
default: 3
descrfption: size of point markers

name: LogX (boolean)
default: false
description: true =make X-scale logarithmic

name: LogXMin (real)
default: calculated by Init20 from FUOXMin
description: the minimum value of the log X-seale

name: LogXMax (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunXMax
description: the maximum value of the log X-scale

name: LogY (boolean)
default: false
description: true =make Y-scale logarithmic

name: LogYMin (real)
default: calculated by Init20 from FunYMin
description: the minimum value of the log Y·scale

name: logYMax (real)
default: calculated by Init2D from FunYMax
descriptlon: the maximum value of the log Y-scale

name: HX (integer)
default: 10000
description: maximum X-coordinate for HPGL graph

name: HY (integer)
default: 7000
description: maximum Y-coordinate for HPGL graph

name: GoToGraph (boolean)
default: true
description: true = switch to graphic mode. For a

second call to Screen2D,
this is oot necessary any more

name: EmptyScreen (boolean)
default: true
description: true =clear screen before drawing.

For multiple gra~s it must be false

name: PathToBGI (string)
default: '\tp\bgi'
description: Plot2D will look for screen drivers

(BGI) via the path 9iven in PathToBGI.
If that is wrong, it asks for a new
path. If the user does not like to type
it always, the setting must be changed
in Init2O.

name: DelOldHPGL (boolean)
default: true
description:

true =delete file with same name if it exfsts
false =open an already existing file with the

same name and add the next grapt! to it.
(This is for multiple graphs)
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LIST OF TUE SETfING VARIABLES IN THE PLOT3DITPE RECORD

name: Tltle (string)
default: II (empty string)
descriptlon: thls text string will be placed above

the graph

name: TitleWidth (real)
default: 2
descriptlon: width of the title characters of the

HPGL graph

name: TitleHelght (real)
default: 3
description: height of the title characters of the

HPGl graph

name: SubTitle (string)
default: II (empty string)
description: this text string will be placed under

the title

name: SubWidth (real)
default: 1.5
descrlption: width of subtitle characters of the

HPGL graph

name: SubHeight (real)
default: 2
description: height of subtitle characters of the

HPGL graph

name: FunlMax (real, reed only)
description: maximum of the Z-function, determined

by Init3D

name: FunlMin (real, reed only)
descrlption: minimum of the Z-function, determined
by Init30

name: SclZMax (real)
default: calculated by Init3D from FunZMax
description: the maximum vaLue of the Z·scaLe

name: SclZMin (real)
defauLt: caLcuLated by Init3D from FunZMin
descriptlon: the minimum vaLue of the Z-scaLe

name: Scl2Dig (integer)
default: best estimate made by Init3D
description: nunber of digits behind point of

2-scale nl.llbers

name: SclZStep (real)
default: calculated by Init3D from FunZMin and

FunZMax
descrlption: size of steps between the numbers on

the Z-scale

name: SclZOffs (real)
default: 0
descriptien: vaLue added to all Z-scale numbers

(graph doesn't change)

name: SclZMuLt (real)
default: 1
descriptien: vaLue multiplied with aLL Z-scale

numbers (graph doesn't change)

name: PlaneBack (boolean)
default: true
descriptien: true = draw a back plane

name: Planeleft (booleen)
defaul t: true
descriptien: true = draw a left pLane

name: ZeroPlane (booleen)
default: true
description: true = draw 8 pLane at Z =0

name: SclZBack (boolean)
defaul t: false
description: true =place Z-scale on back plane

name: SclZLeft (booleen)
default: true
description: true = Place Z-scale on left plane

name: SclZText (string)
default: 'Z-Axis '
description: Text for Z-scale

name: leftZlines (booLean)
default: true
description: true =place Z-scale lines on Left

plane

name: BackZlines (boolean)
defauLt: true
description: true =place Z-scale lines on back

plane

name: SclXOffs (real)
defaul t: 0
description: value added to all X-scale numbers

(graph doesn't change)

name: ScLXMult (real)
defaul t: 1
description: value multiplied with alL X-scale

numbers (graph doesn't change)

name: SclXDig (integer)
default: 0
description: number of digits behind point of

X-scaLe nlJl'lbers
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name: SclXStep (real)
default: 2
description: size of steps between the numbers on

the X-scale

name: SclX (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place X-seale at bottom of graph

name: SclXText (string)
default: 'X-Axis'
descrfption: Text for X-scale

name: SclYOffs (real)
default: 0
description: value added to all Y-scale numbers

(graph doesn't change)

name: SclYMult (real)
defaul t: 1
description: value multiplied with all Y-seale

numbers (graph doesn't change)

name: SclYDig (integer)
default: 0
deseription: number of digits behind point of

Y·scale numbers

name: SclYStep (real)
default: 2
descrfption: size of steps between the numbers on

the Y-seale

name: SclY (boolean)
default: true
description: true =place Y-scale at right of graph

name: SclYText (string)
default: 'Y-Axis'
description: Text for Y-seale

name: ScreenX1 (integer)
defaul t: 0
description: left X-coordinate of the graph on

screen

name: ScreenX2 (integer)
default: GetMaxX (maximum X-eoordinate of used

screen)
description: right X-coordinate of the graph on

screen

name: ScreenY1 (integer)
default: 0
description: upper Y-coordinate of the graph on

screen

name: ScreenY2 (integer)
default: GetMaxY (maximum Y-coordinate of used

screen)
description: lower Y-coordinate of the graph on

screen

name: SclSize (real)
defaul t: 1
description: size of scale numbers in the HPGL file

name: TxtSize (real)
default: 1.5
description: size of seale text in the HPGL file

name: XYRatio (real)
default: 3
description: length ratio of x- and Y-axis

name: XYAngle (real)
default: 30
description: angle in degrees between X- end Y-axis

name: HX (integer)
default: 5000
deseription: maximum X'coordinate for HPGL graph

name: HY (integer)
defaul t: 2750
description: maximum Y-coordinate for HPGL graph

name: GoToGraph (boolean)
default: true
description: true =switch to graphfc mode. For 8

seeond call to Screen3D,
this is not necessary aoy more

name: EmptyScreen (boolean)
default: true
description: true =clear screen before drawlng

graph.
For multiple graphs it must be false

name: PathToBGI (string)
default: '\tp\bgi'
description: Plot3D will look for screen drivers

(BGI) via the path given in PathToBGI.
If that is wrong, it asks for a new
path. If the user does oot llke to type
it always, the setting must be changed
in Init3D.

name: HidMod (boolean)
default: true
description: true =draw graph in hide mode
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APPENDIX B. THE HPGL LIBRARY

The possibility to put drawings directly into the text, when working with a word
processor, has been one of the biggest steps forward since the first development of
these programs.

The mostly used word processor, WordPerfect, has this option since its release 5.0.
Since then, many users have learned to use this option, but mostly they didn't come
much further than using the GRAB.COM program to insert bit-mapped files taken
directly from the graphical screen. The disappointing quaHty of these figures was
often the reason to go back to the old 'scissors-and-glue' method.

There is, however, a better possibility: Loading Hewlett Packard plotter files (HPGL)
into WordPerfect. These files are so-called 'Hne drawing' files, which keep the highest
printer resolution, even after magnification. Many graphics programs can produce
plotter files, which can direetly be loaded into WordPerfect.

This appendix is specially written for TurboPascal users who want to make HPGL
files with their programs. (It describes a subroutine library, called HPGLUB.PAS,
which makes the creation of those files in TurboPascal much easier). But also the
reader with more general interest in plotter files will find enough valuable
information in this appendix, to make it worthwhile reading it.

INTRODUCfION

Files of computer drawings can be divided into two groups:

* Bit-m3.lWed drawing files: here the drawing surface is a grid of dots and every item
on the surface (e.g. Hne, circ1e, text etc.) is nothing more than a group of different
coloured dots. So the file doesn't contain any information about the shape of the
items. The file size is always the same for drawings with the same grid, regardless of
the number of coloured dots. For black and white drawings, the number of neces
sary bits is the same as the number of dots.

* 'Line' drawing files: here the drawing surface is a coordinate plane and every item
on the surface is unambiguously described by its shape and some specific values
(begin-, end- or center-coordinates, begin-, end- or sweep-angle, text size and font
style etc.). Notice that a line drawing also contains text, arcs and circles. The file
size depends on the number of items in the drawing and is almost always smaller
than a comparable bit-mapped file.
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Some word processors, for instanee WordPerfect 5.0 or higher, have the possibility to
. _insert dra\YÏngs (both types) into the text. H the used printer is able to print-out

graphics and the word processor 'knows' that printer (and nothing strange happens)
than it is possible to make a complete report with figures, without using scissors or
glue.

The Wordperfect package contains a convert program called GRAPHCNV.EXE,
which converts the following formats created by various graphics programs into
WordPerfect graphics files (.WPG):
o Autocad .DXF (better result is obtained with HPGL files!)
o Computer Graphics Metafiles (CGM)
o Dr. Halo
o Encapsulated Postscript
o GEM .IMG
o Hewlett Packard plotter files (HPGL)
o Lotus .PIC
o Macintosh paint
o PC paint and PC paint plus
o PC Paintbrush and Publishers Paintbrush .PCX
o TIFF format (commonly used by image scanners)

Normal1y it will not be necessary to use this program to convert a drawing.
WordPerfect itself can read the different formats directIy and converts them
automatically. Only for special options during conversion (e.g. reducing the pen width
to the minimum value or special colour settings) GRAPHCNV.EXE must be used.
For further information, type: 'GRAPHCNV/H' in the directory which contains this
program.

Insertion of a drawing in the text is straightforward when the used drawing program is
able to produce a graphical file in one of the previous mentioned formats. But what
to do if this is not possible, for instance in seIf-written Pascal programs? ApossibIe
solution comes from a resident program called GRAB.COM, which is able to make a
.WPG file from an image on the screen. This is a bit-mapped fIle and the result
depends on the graphical resolution of the screen. In general the quality is not very
high although the file size can be big, therefore GRAB.COM must be seen as the
'last possibility'. For further information type: 'GRAB/H' in the directory which
contains this program.
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This appendix will deal with one file type: Hewlett Packard plotter files or HPGL
files (Hewlett Packard Graphic Language). It will describe 'HPGLLIB.PAS', a library
unit made with TurboPascal 6.0 which enables to make HPGL files and offers some
easy-to-use routines to draw items. HPGL files made with a Pascal program using this
unit can directly be loaded into a WordPerfect text. It is left to the reader to
experiment with a real Hewlett Packard plotter. With some small changes it must be
possible to make files which can be sent directly to such a device.

The knowledge in this appendix is obtained with trial and error experiments using an
english version of WordPerfect 5.1. Unfortunately there was no documentation
available, so some problems are not solved (or even discovered!). Users who do have
knowledge about these 'black spots' are of course free to implement this in their
version of the HPGLLIB unit. It is assumed that the reader has knowledge about
Pascal and some basic figure handHng in WordPerfect. HPGLLIB will probably not
contain all the routines a programmer needs and it is not guaranteed to work always.
Therefore it is nQ1 recommended to use it as a 'black-box' unit.

COMPARISON BE1WEEN BIT-MAPPED AND LINE DRAWING FILES

The quality of a bit-mapped drawing and a Hne drawing are the same when the grid
(bit-mapped) and coordinate plane (Hne drawing) have a higher resolution than the
printer resolution. (Remark: This is of course influenced by the size of the drawing on
paper). WordPerfect just fits the drawings in the necessary printer resolution and the
maximum print quality is reached. This is illustrated in the next figures.

Fig. B.l Bit-mapped drawing Fig. B.2 Line drawing

The bit-mapped .WPG file is 2837 bytes long. Actually it is not a full size bit-mapped
file, it is already somewhat compressed by coding large numbers of not used dots. But
still it is much bigger than the Hne drawing file, which is only 181 bytes.
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But tbe file size gain is not tbe biggest advantage of Hne drawings. Tbe real advan
tage of Hne drawing files can be explained if we enlarge tbe small rectangles in tbe
previous drawings. This is done in tbe next figures.

Fig. 8.3 Bit.mapped drawing Fig. B.4 Line drawing

In the bit-mapped drawing there is no resolution gain. Tbe dots are only made bigger.
Tbe Une drawing bowever is still in tbe bigbest printer resolution.

HEWLETI PACKARD GRAPHIC LANGUAGE

Introduction to the HPGL language

The HPGL language is developed for plotters. With instructions like: 'Pen Up', 'Pen
Down', 'Plot Absolute', 'Plot Relative', it is possible to send the pen of a plotter to
different places on a coordinate plane and draw different sbapes. Now it is also dear
why these drawings are called Hne drawings: every instruction is originally meant to
be executed with a pen. And with a pen it is only possible to draw lînes. (drawing a
point with a pen is actually done by drawing a very short Hne).

Tbe structure of the HPGL language is very simpie:

* A command starts with a two letter instruction code,
* then (if necessary) parameters (coordinates, angles, text etc.) separated by commas,
* and a semi colon (;) at tbe end (except the LB instruction).

There is a so-called 'actual status', which influences the drawing process. It has many
different parameters (which can be changed with certain instructions).
* actual coordinate
* actual mode: Absolute or Relative
* actual pen status: Pen Up or Pen Down
* actual character size
* actual direction
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* actual line type
* actual fill type
* actuallabel terminator
* actual pen

In the beginning of the plot file, the different parameters are in principle undefined,
but some parameters have initially standard values (e.g. aetual direction is horizontal,
actualline type is continuous and actual fill type is solid).

Some instructions disregard the actual status (e.g. text will be plotted even when the
pen is up and an absolute rectangle will be absolute, even when the aetual mode is
relative).

The line drawing file of the example drawing in the previous section looks like this:

SC;SP1;PU;PAO,O;PU1,1;PD638,198;PU1,198;PD638,1;PU1,1;EA638,198;PU289,90;
EA3S0,109;

A list of the HPGL instructions is given at the end of this appendix, which are known
by the Hewlett Packard Lasedet III (This laser printer is also able to print-out HPGL
files). This list is not the complete 'vocabulary' of the HPGL language. Instructions
for the pen speed, for instance, are not necessary for a laser printer (and also not for
WordPerfect) and are not placed in the list. This list however is a good start when the
reader has no better source.

HPGL files and WordPerfect

The HPGL instructions which are known by WordPerfect are also placed in a list at
the end of this appendix. (WordPerfect ignores unknown HPGL instructions without
error message, an error message is only given for wrong usage of a known
instruction). They were found by looking at the machine code of the
GRAPHCNV.EXE program. The meaning is given for the instructions which were
also found in the first list. (This gives the first black spots in the writer's knowiedge).
The list also gives a short explanation of all the instructions. After trial and error
experiments some instructions where found to have effect and some not (yet). The
smart reader can also fill in these black spots, which will certainly give the good
feeling of knowing more than the writer.
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WordPerfect assumes a standard pen width (which can not be changed with the PW
instruction (Pen Width), because this one is not known by WordPerfect). When the
coordinate plane of a drawing is smalI, it can happen that the lines get thickness in
WordPerfect. Sometimes this effect is wanted, but it is also possible that the user
wants the minimum line thickness. This can be done by converting the plot file witb
GRAPHCNV.EXE instead of loading it directly into WordPerfect. The /w option
makes the Hnes minima!. The necessary command line looks like this:

GRAPHCNV /W input file output file- -

HPGL files and TurboPascal

The Pascal programmer who likes to type, will now start to make HPGL files with
program Hnes like:

8ssign(HPGL,'Flle.plt')i
rewrlteCHPGL)i
writeCHPGL,'SCiSP1iPUi PAO,Oi')i

writeCHPGL,'PA100,100iPD1000,100i')i

closeCHPGL)i

This level of programming is rather low and doesn't look like the graphical instruc
tions in the GRAPH unit. These considerations led to the development of a HPGL
subroutine library. If possible, the next mIes were regarded:

• Using HPGL routines must be as much as possible the same as using comparable
GRAPH routines.

• The name of a HPGL routine starts with aH, followed with the name of the
comparable GRAPH routine.

* Using unnecessary instructions (e.g. Pen Up when the pen is already up) must be
prevented, as much as possible.

* The routines must work correctly in every possible actual status.

A Pascal programmer with some experience won't have problems understanding the
routines and their comment lines which can be found in the program on the diskette.
(A programmer, who assumes to be experienced, should not be offended if something
is not dear). Using these routines doesn't mean of course that 'low level' instructions
like the ones at the beginning of this section are never needed any more. A good
programmer will use the routines as much as possible (and will also add some self
made routines), but will prefer low level instructions for some special applications.
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Making HPGL files in a program with the HPGL library looks like this:

uses ••• ,HPGLLib;

HSetUp('MyFile.plt',trUe)i
'subroutine calls to the HPCL library and write(HPGL, ••• )i instructions'
close(HPGL)i {don't forget this line>

The following variabie names are defined by the library and ean be used in the main
program also. They should not be defined for other use:
• HPGL = assigned name of the HPGL file in PascaL
• PenUp = boolean variabie, true if the pen is up.
* ModeAbs = boolean variabie, true if the mode is absolute.

The character spacing of text in a HPGL drawing is rather poor. Small charaeters
(like 'i') have to much white space. To improve the text quality, routines for propor
tional spacing (called HSmallText and HSmallTextXY) were made. They split the
charaeters up into four groupes, eaeh group with its own specific charaeter spacing.

The user ean determine the proportional width of a eharacter or a text string with the
routines HCharWidth and HTextWidth. This information is usefull for text eentration
or right justifieation. The routines only work in the horizontal direetion, for other
direetions the parameters in the HCharPlot instruetion are wrong. When needed, the
user can make a copy of the SmallText-routine, change the routine name and the
parameters in the HCharPlot instruction (with trial and error experiments). The
parameters for vertical text are: HCharPlot(HCharWidth(Temp),0.9).

Finally,
* For the users who have no experience with plotter files, it is advised to experiment

first with simple drawings.
* If the pen status or the actual mode is changed with a low level instruction, the

boolean variables PenUp and ModeAbs should also be changed. Otherwise the
routines don't work properly.

* The user is free to ehoose the coordinate plane. Both positive and negative
eoordinates are allowed. The positive X-direction is to the right, the positive
Y-direction is up (different from the GRAPH unit). WordPerfect will seale the
drawing automatically. To get the highest printer quality, the coordinate plane
should be bigger than the printer resolution. This depends on the size of the
drawing on paper and the number of dots per inch (DPI) of the printer. Without
this information it is a safe choice to make the plane 10,000 x 10,000 points.
Sometimes a drawing will have some disturbing 'double Hnes' in the result on paper.
Changing the eoordinate plane size ean reduce this effect.
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HPGL INSTRUCfION LIST OF TUE HP LASERjET 111

- VECfOR GROUP --

Arc Absolute AA x_center,Y_center,sweep_angle [,chord_angle];

Arc Relative AR x_increment,y-increment,sweep_angle [,chord_angle];

Absolute Arc Three Point AT x)nter,y_inter,x_end,Lend [,chord_angle];

Plot Absolute PA [x,y ... [,x,y]];

Plot Relative PR [x,y '" [,x,y]];

Pen Down PD [x,y ... [.x,y]];

Pen Up PU [x,y ... [,x,y]];

Relative Arc Three Point RT x_incr)nter,y-incr-inter,x)ncr_end,y_incr_end [,chord_angle];

Polyline Encoded PE [flag[val] Icoordyr...[flag[val] Icoordyr]];

LINE AND FILL ATIRIBUTES GROUP

Line Type LT [line_type [,pattern_length [,mode]]];

Line Attributes lA [kind,value ... [,kind,value]];

Pen Width PW [width [,pen]];

Pen Width Unit Selection WU [type];

Select Pen SP [pen};

Symbol Mode SM [char];

Fill Type Fr [fi11_type [,optionl [,option2}]];

Anchor Corner AC [x_coordinate,y_coordinate];

Raster Fill Definition RF [index [,width,height,pen nbr ... pen nbr]];- -
User Defmed Line Type UL [index [,gapi .. gapn]];

CONFIGURATION AND STATUS GROUP

Scale SC [xl,x2,yl,y2 [,type [,left,botlom]]]; or [xl,xfactor,yl,yfactor,2];

Input Window IW [xLL,yLL,xUR,yUR];

Input PI and P2 lP [plx,ply [,p2x,p2y]];

Input Relative PI and P2 IR [plx,ply [,p2x,p2y]];

Default Values DF

lnitialize IN [n];

Rotate Coordinate System RO [angle];

Advance Full Page PG In];
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POLYGON GROUP

Circle Cl radius [,chord angle];
Fill Rectangle Absolute RA x_coordinate,y_coordinate;
Fill Rectangle Relative RR x_increment,y_increment;
Edge Rectangle Absolute EA x_coordinate,y_coordinate
Edge Rectangle Relative ER x_increment,y_increment

Fill Wedge WG radius,start_angle,sweep_angle[,chord_angle];
Edge Wedge EW radius,start_angle,sweep_angle[,chord_angIe];
Polygon Mode PM polygon_definition;
Fill Polygon FP

Edge Polygon EP

CHARACfER GROUP

Select Standard Font SS
Select Alternate Font SA
Absolute Direction DI [run,rise];
Relative Direction DR [run,rise];
Absolute Character Size SI [width,height);
Relative Character Sîze SR [width,height];
Character Slant SL [tangent of angle);
Extra Space ES [width [,height]];
Standard Font Definition SD [kind,value .., [,kind value]];
Altemate Font Definition AD [kind,value .., [,kind,value]];
Character Fill Mode CF [fill mode [,edge pen]];
LabelOrigin LD - -

[position);
Label LR [char ... (char]]lbterm
Define Label Terminator DT [lbterm [,mode]];
Character Plot CP [spaces,lines)i
Transparent Data TD (mode);
Define VariabIe Text Path DV [path [,line]];
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HPGL INSTRUCfIONS KNOWN BY WORDPERFECT

Code Instruction
-.

PD Pen Down

PU Pen Up

PA Plot Absolute

PR Plot Relative

LT Line Type

PM Polygon Mode

DI Absolute Direction

DR Relative Direction

DT Define Label Terminator

LB Label

SP Select Pen

CP Character Plot

AA Arc Absolute

AR Arc Relative

Cl Circle

FT Fill Type

FP Fill Polygon

EP Edge Polygon

SI Absolute Character Size

SR Relative Character Size

se Scale

lP Input Pl and P2

RA Fill Rectangle Absolute

EA Edge Rectangle Absolute

RR Fill Rectangle Relative

ER Edge Rectangle Relative

ue ** unknown **

BL ** unknown **

WD ** unknown **



* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:
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Pen Down
PDi or PDX.Yi or PDx1,Y1 •••• ,xn.yni n=2.3, •••
First bring down the pen and (if given) move to the indieated pointes). (Absolute
or Relative depending on the aetual mode).

Pen Up
PUi or PUX.Yi or (strange) PUx1.y1, •••• xn.yni n=2,3, •••
First take up the pen and (if given) move to the indieated pointes). (Absolute or
Reletive depending on the aetual mode).

Plot Absolute
PA; or PAX.Yi or PAx1,Y1 •••• ,xn,yni n=2,3, •••
First change the aetual mode to absolute and (if given) move to the indieated
pointes). (Pen Up or Pen Down depending on the Bctual pen status).

Plot Relsti ve
PRi or PRx.Yi or PRx1,y1, ••• ,xn,yni n=2,3, •••
Flrst change the aetual mode to relative and (if given> move to the indicated
pointes). (Pen Up or Pen Down depending on the Bctual pen status).

Line Type
LTi or LTni n=1,2 •.•• 5
Change the aetual line type aecording to the next list.

Parameter

none
1
2
3
4
5

line Type

continuous
dot

dashed (big space)
dashed (small space)

dash - dot
dash - dot - dot

Example

(Remark: a possibility to change the pattern length is not (yet) found).

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruetlon:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

"'eaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

Po Iygon Mode
PMOi •••{line draw instruetions} ••. ;PM2;FP; or
PMOi •••{line draw instructions} ••. iPM2iEPi
The Linea which are drawn between the two PM-instructlons are meant to draw en
open-polygon. (So. it is not necessary that the end point is the same as the begin
point. The instruetion will conneet them.) It will fill the polygon if the FP
instruction (Fill Polygon) is used. With EP (Edge Polygon) only the edge is drawn.

Absolute Direction
DIrun, ri Sei
Plotted text will have a 'base line' which has a coefficient of direction equal to
rise/run. (run=1, rise=2 gives the same result as run=2, rise=4).

Relative Direction
ORrun,risei
*** strangely enough, this instruction has not yet shown to have any visible
meaning.

Oefine Label Terminator
DTtermi nator i
A textstring in the LB-instruction (Label) is ended with a terminator. If a
different terminator is desired, it can be changed with this instruction.

Label
LBtextstring. (Remark: no semicolon (i) necessary)
Put the textstring in the drawing. (See also size and direction instruetions)•• is
the so-called 'standard label terminator' and can be changed with the DT-command
(Define Label Terminator). Some text editors will display ~3 instead of •• It can
be typed as alt-3 or in Pascal as ehr(3). (This strenge terminator is chosen to
allow the user to plot a semicolon in his drawings!)

Select Pen
SPn; n=O,1,2, •. ,?
Take the indicated pen as the actual pen. It is vital that this instruction is
plaeed in the beg;nn;ng of the plot file (e.g. 'SP1i'). The number of the pen has
probably s~thing to do with the colour. The fortuna te readers with a colour
printer and the readers who like colour drawings on their colour screen (which will
later turn out black and white on paperl) are invited to investigate this further.

Charaeter PLot
CPspaces, I inesi
Move the aetual coordinate with the indicated spaces and lines. This ;s dependent
on the actual character size. The parameters ean be non-integer values both
positive and negative. This is an useful instruction to find the begin coordinate
for centered or right justified text. (Compare with the textjustify instruction in
the GRAPH unit of TurboPascal).
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* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

Arc Absolute
AAxcenter,ycenter,sweepanglei
Draw from the actual coordinate an arc over the sweepangle with (xcenter,ycenter)
as the absolute center ppint. Th~ ~weepangle is in degrees and positive for the
counter-clockwise direction.

type with the type given in the next list.

Parameter Exanple

4 ~

5 ~

6 IUIIIIIDII
7 ffiffiWJ

none

2

3

Arc Relative
ARdxcenter,dycenter,sweepanglei
Draw from the actual coordinate an arc over the sweepangle with (dxcenter,dycenter)
as the relative vector from the actual coordinate to the center point. The
sweepangle is in degrees and positive for the counter-cloc:kwise direction.

Circle
Clrediusi
Draw a circle with the indicated radius and the actual coordinate as the center
point.

Fill Type
FT; or FTni n=1,2, •• ,7
Change the actual fill

Parameter Example

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Jnstruc:tion:
Usage:

Meaning:

The solid fill types give in WordPerfect a black surface, but some points stay
strangely enough white. Nonmally, those points will not be seen on paper, onlya
laser printer shows this pattern if a figure is made very large. A possibility to
change the pattern size is not yet found, so now most patterns turn out solid on
paper.

* The instructions FP and EP are explained with the PM-instruction (Polygon
Mode).

* Instruc:tion:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meanlng:

Absolute Character Size
Slwidth,heighti
Change the actual character size with the given parameters. The parameters cen be
non- integer.

Relative Character Size
SRwidth,heighti
Change the actual character size with the given parameters. The parameters can be
non-integer.

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

Scale
SCi or see first list
This instruction has probably something to do with the size of the coordfnate
plane. WordPerfect, however, scales a drawing automatically to the extreme
coordinates of the items in it, 50 placing the instruction 'SCi' without parameters
at the beginning of a file, will be enough. Parameters do have influence on the
result in WordPerfect, though this influence is not vet clear.

Input PI and P2
see first list
Vet unlcnown.

Fill/Edge Rectangle Absolute/Relative
RAx,Yi EAX(Yi RRx,Yi ERx,y(.
Draw a fil ed/edge rectang e from the actual coordinate to the given
absolute/relative coordinate.

* The instructions UC, BL and WO are found in the GRAPHCNV.EXE machine code,
but they have nat vet shown any visible influence on the result in
WordPerfect.

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:

* Instruction:
Usage:

Meaning:
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